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There are currently 10 restaurants in Murray that can serve
alcohol by the drink. In order for a
restaurant in the city to serve alcohol, it must derive at least 70 percent of its revenue from food sales
and be able to seat at least 100.
City Administrator Don Elias
said that while recent club fatalities in Rhode Island and Chicago
that left hundreds dead did serve
as safety reminders, the real rea-
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establishments.
hol-serving
According to a memo sent out
from Rushing last week, members
of the Murray Police Department
will also have an increased presence in local restaurants that serve
alcohol in the weeks to come.
"We've had this in mind ever
since the beginning of these
restaurants," the mayor said. "We
told the owners from the beginning what to expect from the city."
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Murray to look at nightspot safe
By EDWARD SHERIDAN
Staff Writer
Considering the nation's recent
catastrophic night club disasters,
even cities such as Murray are
beginning to take a closer look at
safety at their hot nighttime spots.
While no specific date has been
set yet, Murray Mayor Tom
Rushing will begin sending
Murray Fire Inspector Dickie
Walls out to inspect the city's alco-
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son the checks are being instituted
is because local police were
becoming concerned during their
routine checks of the restaurants
about how many people were
inside.
"Our officers on a nightly basis
visit the restaurants to make sure
everything's okay," Elias said.
':They did have some concerns on
nights when they were so full."
According to Elias, the restau-

rants seem to be reaching high
capacities during happy hours,
two-for-one periods and evenings
where a band is featured. Once the
busiest times are established, he
said, the routine checks will likely
begin.
Rushing said Walls will be
checking the restaurants for crowd
capacity, while police officers will

Restaurant Capacities
Applebee
The Big Apple
Buli Per,
Cattin'S
China Buffet

290

189

130

El Tequila
15th & Olive
The Keg

12''
122 (restaurant area)
144 (game room)

Los Portales
Tom's Grille

•See Page 2
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Powell: U.S. within
'striking distance'
of needed votes

BRANDI WILLIAMS/Ledger & Times photo

GOP RALLY ... Hunter Bates, running mate for governor candidate Ernie Fletcher, speaks at the Lincoln Day Dinner Saturday
night at Murray State University in the Curris Center while, from left, Robbie Rudolph, Rebecca Jackson and Virgil Moore listen. Rudolph is Jackson's gubernatorial running mate, while Moore, a state senator, is also running for the governor's office.

said '1 think
By SCOTT LINDLAW
were in strikAssociated Press Writer
WASHINGTON
(AP) -- ing distance of
Secretary of State Colin Powell says (nine or 10
he is within "striking distance" of votes). We'll be
rounding up the U.N. Security in intense negoCouncil votes needed to pass an ulti- tiations over the
matum giving Saddam Hussein until next couple of
March 17 to prove Iraq has dis- days, a lot ot
diplomacy will
armed.
taking
But he said he would not be sur- be
Powell
prised by a French veto. Such a step place."
Further complicating matters,
by France, he warned, would "have
a serious effect on bilateral rela- Russian Foreign Minster Igor
tions, at least in the short term." Ivanov said Monday the Kremlin
Powell said he could not be sure would vote against resolution. It
where two other veto-bearing was the first time that Moscow
nations, Russia and China, stood on declared outright that it would vote
a vote that couldtake place as early against the document. Nanny, however, did not indicate whether
as Tuesday.
In television interviews Sunday, Russia would exercise its right of
Powell and national security adviser veto if the resolution passed.
Gov. Bill Richardson of New
Condoleezza Rice said they
believed public opinion had been Mexico, who was U.S. ambassador
slow to follow the Bush administra- to the U.N. during the Clinton
tion. But they predicted the public administration. said Monday he
and U.S. allies would come to sup- thought it would be "catastrophic if
port an American-led war with Iraq.
On "Fox News Sunday," Powell •See Page 2

Lincoln Day Dinner primes
party for platform pitches
By BRANDI WILLIAMS
Staff Writer
State Sen. Bob Leeper was feeling confident
Saturday night at the Lincoln Dinner in his predictions for the next governor's race.
"I'm honored to be sitting at the head table
with the next governor of Kentucky," Leeper, RPaducah, said.
Considering each Republican candidate running for governor in the November election was
sitting at the head table, he has a 50/50 chance
of being right.
About 300 Republican candidates and supporters packed the ballroom of Murray State
University's Curris Center, passing out stickers,
cards and discussing what the governor's office
is lacking.
"Our state is crying out for a leader with
integrity," said Hunter Bates. running mate for
candidate Ernie Fletcher.
Gubernatorial candidates and their running
mates were each given their chance at the podium to express their ideas for office and what the
Republican party stands for.
"Pro-life, gun rights, keep .the constitution
whole and stop the government-from interfering

Chandler leads field in fundraising

FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — Democrat BeNthandler leads the field of gubernatorial candidates
in fund raising with $1.4 million, according to reports filed Wednesday with the Kentucky Registry
of Election Finance.
Republican Ernie Fletcher apparently raised more than anyone else during February — about
$350,000 — and has about $900,000 remaining, according to Wes Irvin, his campaign spokesman.
Fletcher spent about $100,000 during the month, Irvin said. Fletcher's report was not available.
Chandler. Kentucky's attorney general, collected $329,850 during February, his report showed.
Democrat Bruce Lunsford, a millionaire who is financing his own campaign, donated nearly $2
million to begin his campaign. Since then, Lunsford has outspent everyone else — just more than

•See Page 2
with daily life," said candidate Virgil Moore, a tenant governor to be a partner to the governor,
"Not to be sitting around twiddling his thumbs
state senator from Leitchfield, Ky.
Another hopeful, Rebecca Jackson, whose like our current lieutenant governor, waiting for
running mate is Robbie Rudolph of Murray, the current governor to die."
State Rep. Steve Nunn took his turn at critidescribed many things she sees the governor's
office currently needs that she wants to provide. cizing the current governor's scandalous rela"We need a governor who knows how to tionship with former western Kentucky nursing
home operator Tina Conner, and said the scanmake government more efficient," she said.
Jackson, for, former judge-executive in dal has caused the governor's office to be a joke.
"What kills the skunk is the publicity it gives
Jefferson County, also took a shot at the relationship between U.Gov. Steve Henry and Gov.
Paul Patton. She said it is important for the lieu- II See Page 2

CHARLES REX ARBOGAST/AP Photo

MORE DEPLOYMENT ... Soldiers with the 101st Airborne
Division at Fort Campbell. Ky., walk across the Campbell Army
Airfield as the sun sets to a waiting commercial plane for
deployment to the Persian Gulf Sunday.
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Safety questioned at Paducah plant
PADUCAH,Ky.(AP)U.S. Rep. Ed Whitfield
has questioned the safety
at..
a
western
K e n • ucky
uckar
plant
following
a
monthWhitfield long
strike of
more than 600 workers.
Whitfield,
RHopkinsville,
wrote

Richard Meserve, chairman of the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission,
on • Thursday, saying
salaried personnel have
been working 12 hours a
day, six days a week since
635 union members began
picketing Feb. 4.
The letter said that
although working 72
hours followed by one day
off "is not a direct violation of NRC rules, I would
question how long that
schedule can be maintained without sacrificing

plant safety."
"We have seen no signifiWhitfield asked if he cant risks or safety issues,
could seek "enhanced and we have not seen any
oversight" if it was not issues that would lead us
already provided.
to believe the staff on
Commission hand now cannot safely
spcikesman, Jan Strasma, operate the plant."
said two resident inspecStriking members of
tors are monitoring the Local 5-550 of Paper,
plant from 6 a.m. to 10 Allied -Industrial,
p.m. weekdays and week- Chemical and Energy
ends.
Workers
International
"We are covering the have repeatedly raised
Paducah plant seven days concerns, saying inexperia week, roughly 16 hours enced people are running
a day, and we plan to con- the plant, and two inspectinue that," Strasma said. tors can't keep pace.
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be checking the establishments for
underage drinking violations and
other alcohol-related infractions.
Rushing also said the increased
checks are not necessarily because

the restaurants were getting out of
line with the city's policies.
"We're not going to be harassing,
but we are going to be checking," he
said. "We're not going to run in and
start ticketing people. We're going
to use some common sense."

•Lincoln ...
stopping the current political system
in Frankfort.
themselves," Nunn, R-Glasgow,
"There is a good ol' boy political
said. "I don't know about killing system that has held up Kentucky
them, but we will run them out of too long," he said.
office as of Nov. 1."
To start, Leeper introduced the
He also spoke about Kentucky's candidates who are running unopdrug problem, finding ways to stim- posed in their party for office: Adam
ulate economic growth and an Koenig for state treasurer and Trey
emphasis on transportation in west- Grayson for attorney general. Then
em Kentucky.
Leeper allowed candidates for state
"Seventy percent of every dollar auditor speak, Linda Greenwell,
spent on transportation has gone who is originally from Mayfield,
east of the state," Nunn said.
and Osi Onyekwuluje, a native of
U.S. Rep. Ernie Fletcher focused Nigeria who now resides in Warren
on health care affordability and County.

From Front

•Fundraising
From Front
$1.3 million last month alone.
Another Democrat, House Speaker Jody Richards of Bowling Green,
reported raising $89,612 during the month. In-kind contributions were just
more than $3,300. Richards has $327,551 in fund-raising for his campaign
to date.
Republican Rebecca Jackson, the former judge-executive of Jefferson
County, reported raising $99,852. Of that, $3,449 was in-kind contributions.
To date, she has raised $208,517 in funds and has $87,199 remaining.
State Rep. Steve Nunn, a Republican from Glasgow, reported raising
$68,884 in February, of which $2,829 was in-kind contributions. Nunn's
total fund-raising so far is $194,785, his report showed.
Republican state Sen. Virgil Moore of Leitchfield raised $2,775 during
the month — his first receipts of the campaign.
'least known of four Democrats in the field, Otis Hensley Jr. of
Harlan County, wrote- on his report that he had "not made any money yet."

Firelog

TownCrier

Murray Fire Department
• Three trucks and 20 firefighters responded to a report of a gas
odor at 13.13 Main St. Saturday at
2:30 p.m. The odor was apparently caused by a clogged filter in the
residence's heating system.
— Information gathered from
reports, logs and citations from
respective agencies

The following are events that are of interest to our readers:
NOTICES
• Due to a death, bills for customers of the South 641 Water District
will be receiving their bills late this Month The office will be re-opening
Wednesday.
• There will be a test sounding of the outside sirens in and around
Murray a few minutes after 9 a.m. on Tuesday, March 11. Please
make individuals in your organization familiar with this information.
Please remind individuals that it is not necessary to call 911 to report
the sirens. The siren testing is necessary to ensure that the outdoor
siren system is properly functioning. Some radio and television stations and NOAA weather radio will also perform a test alert at the
same time.
• The annual City CounciVFiscal Court/Murray-Calloway County
Hospital Board of Commissioners meeting will be held Tuesday, March
11, at 6 p.m. in the Center for Health and Wellness gymnasium. The
agenda features an organizational review, strategic plan and future
direction. The public is invited to attend.
• The Calloway County Board of Education will meet Thursday,
March 13, at 6 p.m. at North Elementary School. Items on the agenda
include an update on phase I construction issues and refinancing of
1993 bonds.
• The Murray Independent School District Board of Education will
meet Thursday, March 13, at 7 p.m. at the Carter Administration Building
on 13th Street.

Groundbreaking is
Tuesday at MSU
A groundbreaking ceremony
will be held at Murray State
University Tuesday for the Student
Wellness Center.
The groundbreaking is set for
4:30 p.m. behind Stewart Stadium.
Students, faculty and staff, as well
as community members, are invited
attend the ceremony.

North Korea test fires missile
SEOUL, South Korea (AP) —
North Korea test-fired a missile into
the sea today in what was seen as an
attempt to raise tension further in
the standoff over its nuclear programs and pressure the United
States into negotiations.
The widely anticipated launch
from a base on North Korea's east
coast fit a pattern of unusual military maneuvers in recent weeks,
including the North's interception a
week ago of a U.S. reconnaissance
plane.
"This is another show of North
Korean brinkmanship," said Yoon
Dong-min, an expert at the statefunded Institute of Foreign Affairs
and National Security in Seoul.
"They are trying to raise the
stakes in the nuclear standoff and
trying to get the upper hand ahead of
possible talks with the United
States," Yoon said.
North Korea wants a nonaggression treaty and economic aid from
the United States, but Washington
says the U.N. Security Council
should handle the nuclear problem.
In Washington, top Bush administration officials said Sunday the
time still isn't ripe for one-on-one
talks with North Korea and any lasting solution to the nuclear dispute
will need the support of Russia,
China and other nations.
"I think eventually we will be
talking to North Korea, but we're
not going to simply fall into what I
believe is bad practice of saying the
only way you can talk to us is directly, when it affects other nations in
the region," Secretary of State Colin
Powell said on CNN's "Late
Edition."
Powell, on Fox News Sunday,
said that during his visit to the
United Nations last week, he

AP Photo

MISSILE TEST ... A South Korean policeman looks at North
Korea's Scud-B missile, center green, and other South Korea's
missiles at the Korea War Memorial Museum in Seoul, South
Korea, today. North Korea test-fired a missile into the sea off its
east coast today, the second launch in the past two weeks,
South Korea's Defense Ministry said.
worked with diplomats to develop a
multinational approach to North
Korea.
Democrats are pressing the Bush
administration to begin direct talks
immediately.
National
security
adviser
Condoleezza Rice said on ABC's
"This Week" that the United States
isn't afraid to talk, "but we need to
do so in a way that will bring maximum pressure on North Korea to
actually this time not just freeze its
weapons of mass destruction, but
begin to dismantle them."
There had been indications that
North Korea was planning to fire a
missile. The Pentagon earlier cited a
North Korean warning to ships to
stay out of a sector off the east coast

from Saturday to Tuesday.
Maj.
Kim
Ki-Beom,
a
spokesman at the South Korean
Defense Ministry, said the missile.
was believed to be an anti-ship mis-:
site similar to one that North Korea
test-fired on Feb. 24, the eve of the
inauguration of South Korean
President Roh Moo-hyun.
South Korean officials said the
second missile was launched from a
pad at Sinsang-ri and flew 68 miles.
It had a range of 160 kilometers 99
miles.
South Korea was trying to determine whether the new test was successful. It had said the earlier one
was a failure since it appeared to
have exploded in midair due to
defects.

Iraq — we're justified in going in
and taking over Taiwan?" Dean
said on NBC's "Meet the Press."
House Democratic leader Nancy
Pelosi of California drew a standing
ovation from members of the
Communications
Workers
of
America when she stated her opposition to an Iraq war now. Bush has
alienated allies in the war on terror,
she said.
Sen. Carl Levin of Michigan,
senior Democrat on the Senate
Armed Services Committee, said
war could threaten the United States
by fanning anti-American sentiment.
"Anti-Americanism is a threat to
us," Levin said on CNN's "Late
Edition."
Former President Carter, last
year's Nobel Peace Prize laureate,
added his voice to that warning. "It
is quite possible that the aftermath
of a military invasion will destabilize the region and prompt terrorists
to further jeopardize our security at
home," he said in a New York Times
opinion article Sunday.
"Increasingly unilateral and
domineering policies have brought
international trust in our country to
its lowest level in memory," Carter
wrote."American stature will surely
decline further if we launch a war inclear defiance of the United
Nations."

where she was interviewed on "Face
the Nation." On Saturday thousands
converged on the White House to
voice opposition to war.
Late Sunday, 23 protesters were
arrested outside the Capitol. Capitol
Police
spokeswoman
Jessica
Gissubel said that came after police
reached agreement with a group
who wanted to be arrested. She said
police established a line and protesters were arrested for crossing it.
They face a $50 fine, she said.
The administration is courting
Security Council members to join its
side.

•Powell ...
From Front
we go in and

lose the vote."
"I think the odds are less than
50/50 that we are going to get the
votes this week," he said on NBC's
"Today" program. "I would put it
off for a week or two.... Since we're
close, I think we should just give
them extra days and I think the
administration can put that together,' Richardson said.
Criticism rose from several quarters, meanwhile.
Canadian Prime Minister Jean
Chretien and Democratic presidential contender Howard Dean contended that a U.S.-led war would
give license to other nations who
felt they needed to pre-emptively
attack.
"It might be considered as a
precedent for others to try to do the
same thing," Chretien said on
ABC's "This Week." "Where do
you stop? You know, if you can do
that there, why not elsewhere?"
"What is to prevent China, some
years down the road, from saying,
'Look what the United States did in

Do you have a C.D.
or I.R.A. maturing?

4.50%
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• Study-related physical exams
• Study-related medical care
• Study medication
For more information, contact:

Primary Care Reearch
Primary Care Medical Center
300 S. 8th St., Suite 480W
Murray, KY 42071
270-753-5732 or 800-932-2122
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Police arrested five anti-war protesters outside the ABC studios in
Washington where Rice was interviewed, and several demonstrators
followed her to the CBS offices

main
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The foreign minister of member
Guinea will visit administration
officials this week, Rice said. Asked
whether the administration was trying to entice potential backers with
promises of financial aid, as it;
sought to do with Turkey, she ;
replied: "We're talking to people
about their interests."
Rice refused to say which nations
the United States is counting on for
supportive votes.
She and Powell said the administration is following a hard but nec- •
Assary course to protect Americans, •
and predicted public opinion would
swing the administration's way.
The Times, meanwhile, repOrted
Monday that, according to
American officials, U.N. weapons
inspectors recently discovered a
new variety of Iraqi rocket that
appears to be built to strew bomblets
filled with chemical or biological
agents over large areas.
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Parliament OKs creating PM post
By The Associated Press
RAMALLAH, West Bank (AP)
— The Palestinian parliament on
Monday approved the new position
of pnme minister as part of reforms
sought by the United States, Europe
and Israel to curb Yasser Arafat's
near absolute powers.
However, it
appears the
Palestinian leader will retain control
over two key issues — security and
peace talks with Israel — while the
new prime minister will deal largely
with internal affairs, including naming and supervising Cabinet ministers.
The power-sharing agreement,
worked out last week by Arafat and
his appointee for prime minister,
Mahmoud Abbas, falls short of
demands that a new prime minister
effectively replace Arafat as the
chief peace negotiator.
President Bush has said the
Palestinians have to choose new
leaders as a precondition for state-

hood.
Arafat reluctantly agreed last
month to name a pnme minister,
after balking at the idea -- which
has become popular among
Palestinians as well --- for months.
His critics remain skeptical about
Arafat's intentions, saying that
while the appointment of a pnme
minister could be presented as genuine reform, they expect the
Palestinian leader to put up a fight
over relinquishing power.
"It would be a radical change for
someone other than Arafat to be
exercising broad powers," legislator
Ziad Abu Amr said Monday. "It
don't think it will be easy for this
prime minister to extract power
from President Arafat."
There was no immediate reaction
from Israel, where officials have
welcomed Abbas' appointment but
have been skeptical that he would
wrest real power from Arafat.
In other developments Monday,

Israeli troops withdrew from a foursquare-mile area of northern Gaza
they had seized last week in an
attempt to ,stop the firing of homemade rockets at Israeli border
towns. At the time, army commanders said the reoccupation was openended. The pullback came despite
the finng of four Qassarn rockets on
the Israeli town of Sderot on
Monday.
Arafat opened Monday's parliament session with an hour-long,
often rambling speech. He revisited
familiar themes, including accusations that Israel's military strikes
against Palestinian militants amount
to "state terrorism," and that Israel
is sabotaging peace efforts. He also
said he opposes attacks on civilians.
After the speech, legislators
approved the creation of the position
of prime minister by a vote of 64-3,
with four abstentions. Later in the
day, parliament was to begin debating the authorities of the new job

and pass the
needed legislation.
A
10-page
draft
bill
obtained by The
Associated Press
is in line with
the
ArafatAbbas agreement. It says the
Arafat
prime minister
reports to Arafat, who has the right
to fire him. Arafat remains the commander of the Palestinian security
forces, while the prime minister is
responsible for public order.
According to the draft, the prime
minister "supervises the work of the
ministers" and chairs weekly
Cabinet sessions.
Easy approval of the creation of
the position had been expected; a
majority of the 88 members of parliament are from Arafat's Fatah
movement.

TV violence, children linked to aggressive adults

By MALCOLM RITTER
AP Science Writer
People who watch violent television as children behave more aggressively even 15 years
later, according to one of the few TV violence
studies to follow children into adulthood.
The effect appeared in both sexes and regardless of how aggressive a person was as a child,
researchers found.
The study linked violent TV viewing at ages 6
to 9 to such outcomes as spouse abuse and crimJinal convictions in a person's early 20s.
Experts said the results are no surprise, but
added that the study is important because it used
a wide range of measures, included many participants and showed the effect in females as well as
males.
The work is presented in the March issue of
the journal Developmental Psychology by psychologists L. Rowell Huesmann and colleagues at
the University of Michigan's Institute for Social
Research.
Huesmann said televised violence suggests to

young children_ that aggression is appropriate in
some situations, especially when it's used by
charismatic heroes. It also erodes a natural aversion to violence, he said.
He recommended that parents restrict viewing
of violent TV and movies by toddlers through
pre-teens as much as possible.
The analysis argued against the idea that
aggressive children seek out TV violence, or that
the findings were due to the participants' socioeconomic status or intelligence, or their parents'
childrearing practices.
The study involved 329 adults who were initially surveyed as children in the late 1970s. To
check on adult aggressive behavior, researchers
interviewed them and their spouses or friends,
and checked crime records.
As children, the participants were rated for
exposure to televised violence after they chose
eight favorite shows from 80 popular programs
for their age group and indicated how much they
watched them. The programs were assessed by
researchers for amount of physical violence. Such

programs as "Starsky and. Hutch," "The Six
Million Dollar Man" and Roadrunner cartoons
were deemed very violent.
As young adults, researchers found, men who
had scored in the top 20 percent on childhood
exposure were about twice as likely as other men
to have pushed, grabbed or shoved their wives
during an argument in the year preceding the
interview.
Women in the top 20 percent were about twice
as likely as other women to have thrown something at their husbands.
For one or both sexes,these "high TV-violence
viewers" were also more likely than other study
participants in the previous 12 months to have
shoved somebody in anger; punched, beaten or
choked an adult, or committed a crime or a moving traffic violation.
Besides childhood exposure to violent TV, the
participants had been asked as children about two
other traits: how much they identified with violent TV characters and how realistic they judged
various violent TV shows to be.

Screen Actors Guild doles out honors Sunday
By ANTHONY BREZNICAN
AP Entertainment Writer
LOS ANGELES (AP) — Crime
paid at the Screen Actors Guild
lawards on Sunday, as supporting
actor honors went to Catherine ZetaJones for playing a jazz-singing
murderess in "Chicago" and
Christopher Walken won for playing
the father of a con artist in "Catch
Me If You Can."
Zeta-Jones said the extensive
dance numbers in the film resulted
in her and her co-stars being
"bruised and iced frequently. If I
wasn't pregnant I'd do it all over
again, I promise you," she added.
Her second child with husband
Michael Douglas is due in April.
Zeta-Jones' competition in the
category included "Chicago" co-star
Queen Latifah, who played a prison
matron.
Walken thanked the audience of
mainly actors for honoring his work.
"I love all of us. We are family and I
hope we all work together soon,"
Walken said.
Walken, Latifah and Zeta-Jones
are also nominated in the supporting
actor class at the upcoming
Academy Awards, set for March 23.
"Chicago" also had Screen
iActors Guild nominations for best
ensemble, and
stars
Renee
Zellweger and Richard Gere were
nominated in the lead actor category.
The Screen Actors Guild Awards

Daniel Day-Lewis

Renee Zellweger

is the last of Hollywood's major ing comedy "Adaptation."
self-congratulatory events before
Along with Zellweger, best
the Oscars, where "Chicago" also actress contenders included Nicole
leads nominees with 13 bids, includ- Kidman for playing Virginia Woolf
ing best picture.
in "The Hours," Julianne Moore for
Since the guild ceremony only playing a frustrated 1950s houserecognizes performances, its ensem- wife, Salma Hayek for "Frida," a
ble category is regarded as the film biography of painter Frida
equivalent of a best-picture prize. In Kahlo, and Diane Lane for the aduladdition to "Chicago," ,other films tery thriller "Unfaithful."
competing for that honor were the
Besides Gere, the remaining best
fantasy epic "The Lord of the Rings: actor nominees were Nicolas Cage
The Two Towers," the surprise for the screenwriting comedy
blockbuster "My Big Fat Greek "Adaptation," Adrien Brody kr the
Wedding," the suicide drama "The
Hours," and the offbeat screenwrit-

Holocaust drama "The Pianist,"
Daniel Day-Lewis for the 1860s
epic "Gangs of New York" and Jack
Nicholson for the downbeat comedy
"About Schmidt."
Nominees for best TV dramatic
ensemble were "24," "CSI: Crime
Scene Investigation," "Six Feet
Under," "The Sopranos" and "The
West Wing."
TV comedy &nimble tifekr-were
"Everybody Loves Raymond,"
"Frasier,- "Friends," "Sex and the
City" and "Will & Grace."
Nominations are chosen by 4,200
randomly selected members of the
union. The guild's full membership
of 98,000 was eligible to vote for
final winners.
The program for the show, televised live on TNT, also featured a
lifetime achievement award for
Clint Eastwood, who made his
breakthrough on the 1959 TV series
"Rawhide" and became a film star
playing mysterious gunslingers in
Westerns such as "The Good, the
Bad and the Ugly,"(1966) and the
rogue cop in the "Dirty Harry"
movies.
Since 1971, he has directed 24
films and starred in most of them,
including "Pale Rider,"(1985)"The
Bridges of Madison County"(1995)
and "Unforgiven," (1992), which
won Academy Awards for best picture and director.

Horoscopes
BY JACQUELINE BIGAR
HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Tuesday
March 11;2003
You41 discover Just how many options
you have coming your way Think in
terms of success and gain Let go of inefficient patterns and look toward better
ways of handling your life Emphasize
the quality of your home life You might
often be overwhelmed by what is occurnng on the home front but feel unable to
change it You can opt to renew a situation, especially after the first six months
of the year Others seem more affable
Curb your sweet tooth if you don't want
to add inches to your waistline If you are
single, a significant relationship will
become a strong likelihood in late 2003
or early 2004
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll
Have:
5-Dynamic;
4-Positive.
3-Average; 2-So-so; :
1 Difficult
ARIES(March 2I-April 19)
**** You could be overly serious,
but you do get your message across.
Friends tend to create a roller-coaster
ride, even if you don't want to be part of
it. Keep smiling until you can vanish,
which will be soon enough. Screen your
calls. Tonight: Order in.
TAURUS(April 20-May 20)
**** Deal with a financially difficult
situation or decision. Have more confidence in your abilities. Air out a problem
with someone who could make a difference. Give up frustration, and understand
more of what you expect and desire.
Tonight: Out where your friends are.
GEMINI(May 2I-June 20)
**** Use the daylight hours to the
max — within your limits — and especially get all the facts. Empower yourself
by acknowledging your faults more
directly. Others pitch in as a result. Look
to effectiveness and efficiency. Tonight:
Treat yourself on the way home.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
*** You see what a difference a positive attitude can make with those in your
immediate circle. Still, something might
be ailing you on a deeper level. Take
your time dealing with an unpredictable
associate or partner. You could like the
results. Tonight: You bloo more the later
it gets.
LEO(July 23-Aug. 22)
**** Emphasize your goals during
the daytime hours. You could find that
someone close takes you down a new
path You might be resistant to some-

Fcaa

one's suggestion Others act in an unexpected manner Know that you Aced to
flex rather than Judge Tonight Take
Your lime

%'IRGO(Aug 243-Sept 22)
* * * * Realize what might be going on
with someone in the office Realize when
you don't have control Sit back and be
an observer Flex with a changeable work
arrangement You find that you're heading in the nght direction Tonight Where
your friends are
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** You seek answers, but might be
blocked from getting the precise facts
Think carefully about your potential
Consider signing up for a course or seminar Others admire your willingness to
get to the core of an issue. Use ingenuity,
too Tonight A must appearance
SCORPIO (Oct 23-No‘ 21)
*** * Revise your thinking after a
most lively discussion with an associate
With increased' insight, you see many
new possibilities Consider how you can
open the door, especially professionally
Might more training be appropriate
Tonight Find answers Surf the Web
SAGITTARIUS(No 22-Dec 21)
*** * Let others seek you out, rather
than you seeking them out. As a result,
you remain in control and find new ways
to handle a problem Flow with the
unusual, understanding your limits.
Know what is- important for others.
Tonight: Get feedback from a trusted
partner.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
***** Be more aware of your decisions and long-term goals. Postpone an
important money talk till later in the day,
or even tomorrow, if possible. New
beginnings become possible by allowing
others more rope. Hear what someone
has to say. Tonight: Accept an invitation.
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
***** You might want to examine
someone's idea more carefully, even if
your immediate reaction is no. You have
a lot to learn, though you might not be
exactly sure of what you want. Express
your multiple thoughts. Seek feedback.
Tonight: Easy does it.
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
**** Take your time making a decision. You might be taken aback by someone else's approach. Process more of
what is happening. Flow with your
thoughts more carefully. Don't allow a
sense of being down to pervade your
well-being. Tonight: Lighten up.
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Paint-your-own pottery studio

•

VENT°
LENDAR

Schedule Your Next Birthday Party With Os
Wednesday: After School Special 12-5:30 p.m.)
Thursday: Mommy & Me MI-Price Steil Fee Fw Kids) Friday: Date Night

KIDZ NIGHT OUT
MARCH 7 and APRIL 4
305 N. 12th Street • University Plaza • Next to KO
WWW.personalizedpots.com

Murray Elementary School
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o
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REGISTRATION

Fine Dining and Entertainment on Court Square

Tuesday, March 11, 6-7:15 p.m.

THE BULL PEN

Children must befive years old
on or before October 1, 2003.

Steaks & Spirits
Est.2001

THIS WEEK'S FEATURE..
Barbeque-Whiskey Grilled Pork Tenderloin,
With Choice of Side Item,
Homemade Soup or Salad &
Fresh Sourdough Bread

Check Out Our Game Room
Featuring Pool, Electronic Darts
and Video Games

Comiq S°"
The Bul1
comeo CaVri

NOW OPEN
Lunch
Mon.-Fri. 11 a.m.-2 p.m.
Dinner
Mon.-Thurs. 4-10 p.m.
Fri. & Sat.4-12 a.m.

110 S. 5th St., Murray, KY • 270-759-5030

ELECTRIC

NOW UNDER NEW OWNERSHIP
Full Service Electrical Contractors
RESIDENTIAL • COMMERCIAL •INDUSTRIAL

Please pick up registration packets from MES during school
hours before March it.
Bring the completed packet to registration along with a copy of
the child's birth certificate, social security number, immunization record (on a Kentucky immunization certificate) ...and your
child.

Parking lot lighting-.....••"Commercial ,Maintenance
Restaurant Lighting ......--Outdoor Signs
.—'Billboard Lighting/Landscape Lighting Design
Phone & Cable Jacki

CAT6 Computer Lii)
/Computer Networking
Master & journeyman Electricians On Staff

HILL ELECTRIC'-••-•"
JOHN W. HUDSON, PRESIDENT
lows C. GALLIMORE, SERVICE MANAGER
Prompt Service • Customer Satisfaction • Quality Work

ahotti special pricing
fuse to Weaker box
canuersions.
Call I r tree [motes!

Scavenger Hunt for New Students
We'll send children (parents too!) on a scavenger hunt through
the Pt classrooms so that they can meet the teachers and explore
their new school. We want them to look forward to coming to
school in August!

Murray Preschool/Head Start students
should bring the completed packet to registration but do not
need to bring any items with them.
Parents who are not able to pick up the registration
packet mayfill out the information at registration.
Parents who cannot attend registration on March 11
are asked to contact the school office at 753-5022.

PI Tradition of Excellence
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It really was
who you know
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP)- This
is the upshot of an investigation
into the way a state vehicleenforcement officer in western
Kentucky got a promotion:
Sometimes it
really is "who
you know," at
least in the short
term.
Officers of
the Division of
Motor Vehicle
Enforcement
need better
training, since
they did not
Capitol
seem ro_know_
that tearing up a
Ideas
speeding ticket
By Charles
is against the
Wolfe
law.
AP Wnter
Things get
done when the
governor makes
a call on your behalf.
Those conclusions can be drawn
from the report issued last week by
Bobby Russell, inspector general of
the Kentucky Transportation
Cabinet, parent agency of the state's
vehicle-enforcement police force.
The subject of the investigation
was Monty Clark, a vehicleenforcement officer in Clinton who
got promoted to sergeant, then
demoted after it was discovered that
he had violated the agency's rule
against -soliciting personal
advancement." That means he
asked someone with influence to
help him get a promotion.
In Clark's case, the someone was
Tina Conner, whom he knew to be
a patronage contact for the administration — one of hundreds of people, according to Patton, to whom
he looked for advice on local matters.
Whether Clark also knew that
Conner was having an affair with
_ the governor, the report does not
say. But later, still in pursuit of his
promotion, he intervened with fellow officer Richard Wright to fix a
speeding ticket Wright had issued
to Conner.
Clark
emphasized that Conner
_
was a person with connections.

Others knew it as well. Wright's
supervisor said he recognized
Conner's name as a patronage contact "and was going to suggest that
Wright void the citation if he had
not already done so. Clark commented that the practice was not
unusual among officers," the report
said. The ticket disappeared.
Afterward, Conner put in a good
word for Clark with the governor.
The governor rang up Col. Kenneth
Frost, commander of vehicle
enforcement. Frost got the ball
rolling to create a sergeant's slot in
far western Kentucky, and Clark
got the job. Frost "admitted that the
call from the governor did affect his
decision to create the position," the
report said.
Patton said he did not specifically recall, but neither would he deny,
intervening for Clark at Conner's
request. He insisted that he willingly passes along any grievance or
suggestion of any constituent who
gets his ear.
"People having input to the
bureaucracy, we think, is very, very
important," Patton told reporters.
And when the governor can't have
influence on the government,"we're
in sad shape," Patton said.
The inspector general's report
evidences alarm about the whole
episode. "The dismissing of citations based on political power or
friendship ... depicts poor use of the
public trust given to these officers,"
the report said.
It also is illegal — a Class B
misdemeanor, punishable by up to
six months in jail — which is
"something they should have been
made aware of through training.
This calls into serious question the
training and supervision at the field
level of officers as well as supervisors," the report said.
Much about the Transportation
Cabinet has been called into question, not least of all by the General
Assembly, which may vote Monday
to create an oversight subcommittee
to monitor the agency's contracting
and expenditures.

Personal overtones

and traditional Western allies is
counters.
Security Council members to pubWASHINGTON(AP)President Bush, who catne to power greater than at any time since
Many hawks want Bush to finish licly take sides "puts the other
by a slim electoral margin and with
World War II.
the job that his father began with
countries in a terrible position,"
little experience in foreign policy,
Leaders who have openly supthe Persian Gulf War in 1991. But
Steinberg said.
suddenly finds
Bush insists there is nothing perported Bush — British Prime
Some of Bush's certitude and
himself in one
Minister Tony Blair, Spanish Prime
sonal about his effort, even saying
is seen in Europe
self-confidence
of the deepest
Minister Jose Maria Aznar, Italian
he did not feel any personal anger
and
other
parts
of
the world as
diplomatic crises Premier Silvio Berlusconi,
about an alleged Iraqi plot to kill
of any recent
American arrogance.
Australian Prime Minister John
members of his family with a car
American presiHoward — have found their posibomb during a 1993 visit to
But European nations also have
dent.
tions increasingly at odds with pub- Kuwait.
their own agendas and were becomDespite rising lic sentiment at home.
"The fact that he tried to kill my
ing restive about growing U.S.
international
A showdown comes this week in father and my wife shows the
power before Bush took office, said
opposition and
the U.N. Security Council as memnature of the man. He's cold-bloodCharles Wolfe is a statehouse
Andrew Kuchins of the Carnegie
without U.N.
berg
weigh
the
consequences
of
ed,"
Bush
said
last
week.
"The
reporterfor The Associated Press.
support, he is
Endowment
for International Peace.
decision I'm making and have made
Washington preparing to use opposing the United States.
"My
view
is that we've handled
Bush indicated in a prime-time
to disarm Saddam Hussein is based
U.S. force to
Today
television news conference last
on the security of the American
this diplomatically in a very clumsy
By Tom Raum disarm and
week that he would seek a U.N.
people."
way, and we've really painted ourdepose Iraq's
Associated
war vote, even lacking the support
Even so, Bush has gone to great
selves
in a box. And I think we've
president,
Press Writer
to prevail.
lengths.to personalize and demoThe following is an editorial published by the Daily News newspaper in
needlessly alienated a lot of key
Saddam
In a late effort to make the resonize his enemies, especially alleged
Bolwing Green, Ky., and provided by the Associated Press. This editoHussein. Bush is
allies and partners," Kuchins said.
lution
more
palatable,
the
United
terror
mastermind Osama bin
rial is not to be mistaken as representing a position taken by The
staking his credBush supporters say some way
States
and
Britain
proposed
giving
Laden,
North
Korean
leader
Kim
Associated Press or the Murray Ledger & Times:
ibility — perhaps his presidency —
must be found around U.N. proSaddam
until
March
17
to
comply
Jong
IL
and
Saddam.
on success in Iraq.
The state's commissioner of agriculture is expected to fill many
with U.N. inspections or face war.
crastination, and trans-Atlantic
"I think he's in a personal conBush insists his pursuit of
roles. He or she must be top administrator, overseeing a departOther
Security
Council
members
test
of
wills
with
Saddam
Hussein.
wounds will heal once Saddam is
Saddam is not personal. But
balked, with France threatening to
And he's determined not to blink
ment of 350 employees and a $25 million budget, as well as an
gone from power.
throughout much of the world,
use its veto.
first. And to that sense, it is personexpert on agricultural issues.
Bush is being held personally
"The U.N. is a very noble instiPolls overseas show little supal,"sald David Albright, a former
However, the most important role the next commissioner can
accountable for the march to war.
tution.
It's been here over 50 years.
port for military action now to disnuclear weapons inspeFtor in Iraq.
"This is a war that has Bush's
perform is to promote products raised by Kentucky farmers.
will continue to serve a purAnd
it
arm Iraq. Even Israel is deeply
Despite Bush's rhetoric, "most peoIt used to be that the commissioner's approach was mainly limit- name on it, for better or worse,"
pose
in
the future," said Secretary
divided
on
the
subject.
ple
in
the
world
want
the
inspection
said pollster -Andrew Kohut of the
ed to promoting the commonwealth's products throughout the
of State Colin Powell.
U.S. polls show that most
process to continue," Albright said.
Pew
Research
Center.
United States and maybe into other contiguous countries:But the
Americans support Bush but would
James Steinberg, deputy national
Antiwar protesters have carried
changing global economy now presents both greater opportunities
like the administration to win inter- security adviser in the Clinton
antt-Bush placards and burned effiRaum
has covered
Toni
and challenges for Kentucky products.
national backing before using force. administration, said Bush had
gies of him in demonstrations
Associated
Washington
for
The
Current Commissioner Billy Ray Smith of Bowling Green has
"For those who urge more diplo- "made this more confrontational
drawing millions in world capitals.
including
five
Press
since
1973,
missed few opportunities.
macy, I would simply say that
with the international community
The rift between the United States
diplomacy hasn't worked," Bush
than he needed to." Forcing
He truly has been an ambassador for the state's products around
presidencies.
the world. Last year, Smith led an effort to hold the first-ever U.S.
authorized agribusiness exhibition at the Palacio de Convenciones
in Havana.
The convention was a wonderful opportunity to promote
Kentucky livestock, tobacco, wood products, processed foods and
other commodities. The event opened the door for the state's
ates — with the choice to serve with the armed
By DAVID CRARY
the way it is," said plaintiff Nicole Foley, 17.
export-ready food companies to find new customers and expand.
forces, a homeland security agency such as the
AP National Writer
"Boys, when there's a war, go off to war, and the
Border.Patrol, or a public service organization
NEW YORK(AP) — During the Vietnam
But Smith also has found ways within the state to promote
girls wait home and get the letters."
such as the Peace Corps.
Kentucky products. For example, those logos in the produce section War, presidents and the Pentagon defended the
Some gay-rights activists and military experts
On college campuses, opinions about the
draft, while the peace movement assailed it. As
of local stores identifying products made in the state have resulted
advocate another change — extending the draft
draft are deeply divided.
America edges toward a possible new war, roles
in an increase in purchases of Kentucky products by major grocery
to openly gay men. This proposal has been
"I don't object to the argument that there's a
have reversed.
chains.
endorsed by Moskos, who helped develop the
socio-economic bias in the military, but remedy- "don't ask, don't tell" policy that lets gay and
Backed by other opponents of a war with
Earlier this month, Kentucky's catfish co-op received an order for
ing that with a draft is ridiculous," said
Iraq,
Rep.
Charles
Rangel,
D-N.Y.,
has
proposed
lesbian soldiers serve if they keep their sexual
84,000 pounds of fish from Kroger because the product is selling.
University of Virginia sophomore Chris Wilson.
that
the
draft
—
shelved
since
1973
—
be
reinorientation private and don't engage in homoOther opportunities are opening up for a variety of Kentucky prod"I would protest every step of the way."
stated in the name of "shared sacrifice."
sexual
acts.
ucts, which bodes well for the future of the state's economy, which
The Pentagon disagrees, insisting that today's
At the University of Oregon, law student
"We
now have about 1,200 people a year getstill depends on success on its farms.
Philip Huang suggested in a campus newspaper
all-volunteer forces are more efficient and proting
out
of the military with an honorable disThere ate many things that the commissioner does not have con- fessional than conscripts.
column in October that a draft would make U.S.
charge by saying they're gay," Moskos said. "In
trol over. While commissioners can use their office as a bully pulpit
Defense Secretary Donald Rumsfeld has gone leaders more judicious about launching war.
a draft, that would become such a common loopto look out for the best interest ofthe-state's farmers, policies con" • "You would have a different army Under a.'
further, asserting at a news conference that hole,it wouldn't work." The best way to block
cerning issues such as the safety of the food supply and status of
no
value,
no
draft,
more
of
a
cross-section
politically
and.
draftees added
advantage" to the
that option is to include gays in the draft, he
•
military -because they served for such brief pen. • racially," Huang said.,
the tobacco buyout are established in large part at the federal level.
'said._
ods. After members of Congress and veterans
In a survey of 1,200-undergraduates nationHowever,Smith has shown that with some creativeness and an
last
fall
by
Harvard
Rangel, a liberal from Harlem, made it no
groups
protested,
wide,
conducted
Rumsfeld
apologized,
but
understanding that diversity of products and markets is the way to
University's
Institute
of
Politics,
67
percent
made
clear
he
opposes
a
return
to
conscription.
secret
that his restore-the-draft proposal was
success
in
agriculture
is
still
possicompete in the global economy,
opposed a return of the draft. The poll's margin ' intended to slow the march toward war with Iraq
Still, Rangel's proposal — though unlikely to
ble. Constitutionally, Smith is not allowed to run for another term. It
of error was 2.8 percent.
- win passage — has revived a dormant national
though he intends to push his idea, however
is crucial for the survival of Kentucky's agricultural sector that the
The
machinery
for
reinstating
the
draft
is
in
debate
about
the
concept
of
mandatory
national
that
conflict turns out.
next commissioner continues the global promotion of commodities
service. It is a discussion that creates unusual
place even now, thanks to the Selective Service
_
"I've
been criticized by some of the CEOs of
grown and made in Kentucky.
allies andgoes to the-heart of American citizenSystem, which recfufris American males to regis- the country for not supporting the president,"
ship.
ter within 30 days of their 18th birthdays.
Rangel said. "When I ask them,'Would you feel
While
the
Pentagon
and
A renewed draft would differ from the
the
Bush
administrao MLIIRAV
the same if it was your kid being placed in
tion support an all-volunteer military, a broad
Vietnam War draft in at least one important
harm's way?' they hem and they haw."
respect. Under revised Selective Service proceconstituency favors some type of universal
The American Legion, the nation's largest
national service, either military duty or a civilian dures, college students receiving a draft notice
veterans
group, welcomed the debate and is urgalternative.
could defer only until the semester ended; in the
ERIC WALKER
ALICE ROUSE
ing
Congress
to hold hearings on how best to
Vietnam era, they could avoid service as long as
"The problem with the all-volunteer force is
Managing Editor
meet long-term military personnel needs.
Publisher
that the children of America's elite are not servthey pursued a degree.
"With the all-volunteer force doing such a
There could be Other changes, as well. Some
ing," said Charles Moskos, a Northwestern
WALTER L. APPERSON
job, it might to be difficult to make the case
fine
University sociologist who studies military
feminists object to the male-only aspect Of draft
, Publisher Emeritus
for reinstating the draft," said Legion spokesman
issues. "It's not good for the military, and it's not registration; a suit was filed Jan. 9 by five
Steve Thomas. "But the Legion is a long-standMassachusetts students saying the current law
good for the nation."
'Where there is no vision, the people perish.'
ing supporter of the;principal of universal mill-.
Moskos has proporbed a three-rieraii-drafx.-----ainounts-to.gender-baseddiscrimination.
PUBLISHED RV MURRAY NEWSPAPER, INC.
"It's so ingrained in our society that this is
tary training."
specifically designed to include college gradu-
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Deaths
Mrs. Mary E. Wilkerson

:Mrs. Helen Curd
: Mrs. Helen Curd, 78, Kirksey Road, Benton, died Wednesday, March
,5, 2003, at her home.
Retired from Chrysler Corporation, she was a member of Kirksey
.Baptist Church.
Her husband, James W. Curd, died Sept. 29, 1989. Born March 24,
1924, in Calloway County, she was the daughter of the late Albert Camp
and Ethel Burns Camp.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Connie Curd Fox and husband,
Steve, Cullman, Ala.; one son, Jerome Curd and wife, Sandra, Livonia.
'Mich.; five grandchildren.
The funeral will be Tuesday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of BlalockColeman & York Funefal Home. The Rev. Dustin Darnell officiated.
Burial will follow in the Kirksey Baptist Church Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to 8 p.m. today
.(Monday).

Jimmie Dale Nash
Jimmie Dale Nash, 49, Sahuarita, Ariz., formerly of Benton, died
Friday, March 7, 2003, at 8:15 p.m. at Tucson Veterans Medical Center,
Tucson, Ariz.
His father, Horace Lee Nash, and one brother, Harvey Louis Nash,
both preceded him in death.
Mr. Nash was a member of First Baptist Church and a veteran of the
- United States Army.
Survivors include his mother, Mrs. Mary Elizabeth Thompson Faughn,
,Benton; one daughter, Jennifer; one son, Joshua; two sisters, Mrs.
Patricia Ann Anderson, Union City, Tenn., and Mrs. Madonna Elkins,
Hardin; two brothers, Robert Nash, Spring Hill, Tenn., and David Nash,
Tucson, Ariz.; several aunts, uncles and cousins.
Memorial services will be Tuesday at 1 p.m. in the chapel of Filbeck,Cann & King Funeral Home, Benton. The Rev. Don Wilson will officiate.

NIA, N1,1!) L. iircison,78, Murray, died Sunday, March 9, 2003, at 8 p m
at West View Nursing Home, Murray.
Her husband, Lloyd Wilkerson, and two sisters, Tressie Easley and Vergie
Fry, all preceded her in death Born Feb. 9, 1925, in Arkansas, she was the
daughter of the late Peter Alexander and Mary Coggins Alexander.
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Judy Armstrong and husband,
Jimmie, Almo, and Mrs. Lountta Stellman and husband, Bob, Puryear, Tenn.;
two sons, James Wilkerson and wife, Maria, Rolla, Mo., and Ted Wilkerson
and wife, Kathy, Gas City, Ind.; two sisters, Mrs. Ann Brown, Paragould, Ark.,
and Mrs. Zeffie Jones, Marniaduke, Ark.; 11 grandchildren; six stepgrandchildren; 15 great-grandchildren; eight stepgreat-grandchildren; one great-greatgrandchild.
The funeral will be Wednesday at 10 a.m. in the chapel of Blalock-Coleman
& York Funeral Home. Burial will follow in the Murray Memorial Gardens.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 4 to 8 p.m. Tuesday.

Mrs.

an Ruth Outland

The funeral for Mrs. Helen Ruth Outland will be today
(Monday) at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Blalock-Coleman &
York Funeral Home. The Rev. Thomas Clendenen will officiate. Music will be by her granddaughter, Jana Lynn
Franklin.
Active pallbearers will be employees of Murray Street
Department. Honorary pallbearers will be her great-grandchildren, Levi, Ashleigh, Kassie and Amber Braun. Burial
will follow in Barnett Cemetery near Pottertown.
Visitation is now at the funeral home.
Outland
Mrs. Outland, 80, South Ilth Street, Murray, died Friday.
March 7, 2003, at 8:55 a.m. at her home.
She was born March 29, 1922 in Model.Tenn,to the late_ Jim Futrell.and.
Ellie Martin Futrell. Preceding her in death were two sons, James Wiley
Outland, died Sept. 6, 2002, and John Kenneth Outland. She was also preceded in death by three brothers.
Mrs. Outland was a member of First Baptist Church, Murray, and was
employed for 22 years at the former Jerry's Restaurant, Murray.
Survivors include her husband, Samuel Outland;one daughter, Mrs. Shirley
Franklin and husband, Ramie, Muscatine, Iowa; two granddaughters, Lea
Anna Braun and husband, Matthew, Sycamore. Ill., and Jana Lynn Franklin,
Elizabethtown; four great-grandchildren; two nieces and one nephew.

Bernard A. Gannon, Jr.

Melvin Pierceall
- Melvin Pierceall, 77,

Murray. former resident of Mayfield, died
Saturday, March 8, 2003, at his home.
, Byrn Funeral Home, Mayfield, is in charge of arrangements.

Hugh Grey Fuqua

The funeral mass for Bernard A. Gannon Jr. is today (Monday) at St.Leo
Catholic Church. Fr. Ray Goetz is officiating.
Pallbearers are his four sons and three brothers. Burial will follow in the
New Concord Cemetery with_J.H. Churchill Funeral Home in charge of
arrangements.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Murray-Calloway County
Hospice, 803 Poplar St., Murray, KY.42071.
Mr. Gannon, Jr., 77, Speaker Trail, Murray, died Friday, March 7, 2003 at
3:45 p.m. at his home after an illness.
A retired school teacher, he was a member of St. Leo Catholic Church.
Born Jan. 8, 1926 in Jersey City, NJ., he was the son of the late Barnard A.
Gannon and Annette Norris Gannon. He was also preceded in death by his sister, Mary Annette Gannon.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Wilma Lovins Gannon, to whom he was
married Oct. 3, 1960; one daughter, Mrs. Laura Virginia Young and husband,
Jonathan, Jacksonville, Fla.; four sons, Bernard Andy Gannon III and wife,
Amy, and Kevin C. Gannon, all of Murray, Brian Timothy Gannon and wife,
Paula, Louisville, and Mark T Gannon, Charlotte, N.C.; one sister, Mrs.
Barbara Artopoeus and husband,John, Mandeville, La.; three brothers, Charles
Gannon and wife, Joan, Middletown, N.J., John Gannon and wife, Mary,
Buffalo, N.Y., and Thomas Gannon and wife, Joan, Manasquan, N.J.; five
grandchildren, Steven and ICatelyn Young, and Charles, Elizabeth and Grace
Gannon.

The funeral for Hugh Grey Fuqua will be Tuesday at 11 a.m. in the
chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Bob Haley will officiate.
Congregational singing will be held. Burial will follow in the Murray
Memorial Gardens.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 6 to 8 p.m. tonight
(Monday).
Expressions of sympathy may be made to the American Cancer
Society, P.O. Box 1080, Murray,'KY 42071; or Geneseo Excellence in
Education Endowment Memorial Fund, 208 South College Ave.,
Geneseo, IL 61254.
Mr. Fuqua, 76, Riverside Road, New Concord, died Thursday, March
6, 2003, at 4:47 p.m. in the emergency room of Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
Mr. Fuqua taught and coached at the following schools: Parma, Mo.,
Cairo, Ill., the Riverdale School District in Port Byron, Ill.; and retired
with the Geneseo School District in Geneseo, Ill., as the elementary coordinator. He spent 35 total years in the field of education.
He received his bachelor of science degree July 29, 1950, and his master of education degree Aug. 3, 1956, both from Murray State University. Mrs. Gladys M. Billingham
Gladys M. Billingham, 69, of Colorodo Springs, Colo., mother of Mrs.
He received his education specialist degree from Western Illinois
Doreen Colson of Murray, died Tuesday,- March 4, 2003 at the Pikes Peak
University June 12, 1971.
-Hospice, Colorado-Springs.
After his retirement from education, Mr. Fuqua and his wife, Lillie,
She is preceded in death by her husband, Hugh Billingham, who died in
returned to Calloway County and have resided at their home on Kentucky 1997. Born November 13, 1933 in Industry, Kan, Billingham was a resident of
Lake since that time.
Colorado Springs, Co. since 1957.
Mr. Fuqua was a member of New Concord Church of Christ, where he
She is survived by two daughters, Doreen Colson and husband Tom of
served as a deacon and a former elder. He also taught the Senior Adult Murray, and Sandra Hanke and husband Trevor of Colorado Springs, CO; a
Class and the Young Evangelical Class at the church. While living in son, Randy Billingham and wife Mary of Ankeny, Iowa; five grandchildren,
Geneseo, Ill., he also served as an elder at Geneseo Church of Christ. He Angie Kimbro and husband Justin'bt Murray; Jenny Colson of Murray; Sarah
was a Navy veteran of World War II.
Billingham of Ankeny, Iowa; Jason Billingham of Ankeny, Iowa; and Megan
Born Dec. 3, 1926, in Graves County, he was the son of the late McGahey-Hanke of Colorado Springs, Colo, and oge great-grandchild, Bailey
Marshall Fuqua and Artis Hill Fuqua. One daughter, Amy Fuqua, died Yates-Kimbro of Murray. She is also survived by two brothers, two sisters and
April 8, 1969, and one brother, Don Fuqua, also preceded him in death.
several nieces and nephews.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Lillie Eldridge Fuqua, to whom he
Memorial services were held in
bluest'twills Sum' 18.31
was married July 27, 1950; one daughter, Mrs. Gina Pearson and hus- Colorado Springs on Saturday, March
band, Dan, Geneseo, Ill.; two sons, Allen Fuqua and wife, Jill, 8,. 2003. Memorial contributions may
Burlington,Iowa, and Martin Fuqua and wife, Christine, South Pasadena, be made to Pikes Peak Hospice, 825 E.
Calif.; one sister, Mrs. Julia Crago, Owensboro; seven grandchildren, Pikes Peak, Suite 600, Colorado
Megan Fuqua, Shane Fuqua, Benjamin Steele Fuqua, Maria Grey Fuqua, Springs, CO,80903.
Prices as of 9 AM
Anya Fuqua, Amanda Pearson and Katie Pearson.

Stock Market
Report

Be a Hometown
Hero.
Give to the United
Way

Price

Company
What's for Breakfast
, For Lunch?

For Dinner? .

WWW•Murraymenus.corn
Murray's only online menu source.
Over 35,000 hits, and growing daily.
Thanks To All Our Visitors!
View o// those ineaus online nght hour!
Pagliai's, The Big Apple, Los Portales. Martha's
The Bull Pen. Tom's GnIle, Mr. Gatti's 8 Sirloin Stockade...ft-Service Provided by0Business Solutions

United Way

bcenter

A family-owned funeral home
with deep roots in the community.
We've been chosen by families ivho have lived
here for generations - folks who have come to
know and trust Us over the years. You see,unlike
funeral homes owned by faraway corporations,
we have a commitment to this community
After all, our roots are here.

Imese-Mider
Funeral Home
311 North 4th Street • Murray, Kentucky •(270)753-7000

CHURCHILL-1MES
#
Funeral Home

Chg.

Dow Jones Ind. Avg........-.......-7640.58•99.45
37.98- 0.53
Air Products
60.05 - 0.45
Anthem
11.23 - 0.17
AOL Time Warner
AT&T
17.17 - 0.34
Bell South
20.49 - 0.51
37.65 - 0.13
Briggs & Stratton
Bristol Myers Squibb 23.17 + 037
44.76 - 1.04
Caterpillar
64.63 - 0.63
Chevron Texaco Corp
Daimler Chrysler ........28.32 - 1.03
41.23 - 0.42
Dean Foods
34.71 - 0.08
Exxon-Mobil
7.20 - 0.02
Ford Motor
23.83 - 0.47
General Electric
30.68 - 0.43
General Motors
GlaxoSmithKline ADR 33.70. 0.48
14.54 - 038
Goodrich
Goodyear
4.04 - 0.16
13.71 B 13.85 A
HopFed Bank*
76.85. 1.05
IBM
Ingersoll Rand 36.90 - 0.83
15.91'- 0.10
Intel
Kroger
12.55 - 0.27
.......—........20.73 - 0.27
Mattel
McDonalds
12.60. 0.22
51.72 - 0.64
Merck
Microsoft
2333 - 0.23
J.C. Penney
19.12 +0.12
Pepsico, Inc
38.13 - 0.37
Pfizer, Inc.
29.54 - 0.44
Schering-Plough
15.99 - 0.31
Sears
19.57 - 0.33
Union Planters
26.94 - 0.40
US Bancorp
20.13 - 0.55
UST
28.31 - 0,05
Wal-Mart
47.87 - 0.25
'Hilliard Lyons .s a market maker in thts
stock
unc - Once unchanged

Couct Square
Murray, KY 42071
270-753-3366
Additional
Information
Available
1'
Upon Request

Eight people shot, 2
stabbed, during melee
inside nightclub above
Times Square arcade
The
NEW YORK (AP)
dance floor of a Times Square
nightclub became the site of a panicked melee when someone opened
fire on the crowd, hitting eight
people, and another man stashed
two others with a knife, police
said.
Ten people were injured in the
second-floor nightclub at the
Broadway City Arcade on West
42nd Street, where "The Lion
King" and "42nd Street" appear.
Two other clubgoers were hurt in
the subsequent stampede,
No arrests had been made.
Authorities were reportedly questioning two suspects in connection
with the Sunday morning melee
and investigators were looking for
two men, an alleged shooter and
—man who alleged began stabbing clubgoers.
The brawl followed two highprofile incidents at nightclubs. A
stampede at a Chicago club killed
21 people on Feb. 17, and a fire at
a nightclub in West Warwick, R.I.,
killed 99 on-Feb. 2.
In the latest case, a 22-year-old
man who was shot in the chest
remained in critical condition early
Monday. A 19-year-old woman

who was shot in the stomach was
upgraded to serious condition, said
Felicia lsoh, an administrator at
Bellevue Hospital, where both
patients were being treated.
- The'other injuries were not life.
threatening, officials said.
Club security guard Omar Leger
said he was in a bathroom when he
heard gunshots and emerged to sec
people running toward the exits.
Clubgoets were falling and tripping over each other as they
scrambled to get out, he said.
"People were getting trampled."
said Leger. who estimated as many
as 350 people were in the club at
the time.
The club's crowd capacity was
not immediately available, but
Ilyse Fink, a spokeswoman for the
city Department of Buildings, said
she could not recall any code violations. Authorities said the 10 victims who were stabbed and shot
were ages 17 to 25.
Another security guard, Juan
Jose De la Cruz, said the club's
policy is to pat patrons down as
they enter to check for weapons.
A man who answered the phone
at the arcade early Sunday
declined to comment.

Sixth worker dies as
result of explosion burns
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — The
death toll from an explosion at a
Corbin manufacturing plant rose to
six during the weekend with the
death of a Williamsburg man,according to a spokeswoman for the
University of Kentucky Medical
Center.
Michael
Reeves, 41, of
Williamsburg, died at 6:44 p.m. EST
Friday, becoming the second victim
in two days to die the result of burns.
Paul
Newman,
50,
of
Williamsburg, was pronounced dead
March 5, also at the U.K. Medical
Center, the Lexington-Fayette
County Coroner's Office said.
Reeves and Newman were admitted to the hospital's burn unit on Feb.

20 when an explosion and fire
occurred at the CTA Acoustics plant
in Corbin. Four other employees
have died from burns and three others
remain in critical condition. Clarence
Davis is at the U.K. facility, while
Robert Baker and William Daniels
are in the burn unit at Vanderbilt
University Hospital in Tennessee.
Dozens of others were treated at
area hospitals.
The U.S. Chemical Safety and
Hazard Investigation Board and the
federal Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco,
Firearms and Explosives are investigating the blast. Investigators have
been testing flammable dust found in
the insulation plant, which produces
insulation for automAers.

PRE-SEASON CHECK-UP ON:
Snapper, John Deere, Husqvarna, Scag, Lawn Chief,
Troy Bilt & many brands
Good thru March 15, 2003

PUSH MOWERS
Clean Air Filter
Check Firing
Check & Adjust Carburetor
Sharpen Blade
Change Oil
New Spark Plug
Grease & Lube where needed

All For Only

$4495
FREE pick-up & delivery
within 5 miles

REAR ENGINE RIDERS & TILLERS
Check Firing
Check & Adjust Carburetor
Check Belts & Pulleys
• Sharpen Blade
Change Oil. Grease & Lube
New Spark Plug
Check Battery
Check Air Pressure
Check Air Filter

All For Only

$7995
FREE pick-up & delivery
within 5 miles

LAWN & GARDEN TRACTORS
Change Oil & Filter if needed
Grease & Lube
New Spark Plug
Check Battery
Check Air Pressure
Clean Air Filter
Sharpen Blade
Check Belts & Pulleys
Check & Adjust Carburetor
Check Firing

All For Only

$9995
FREE pick-up & delivery
within 5 miles

ZERO TURN
Change Oil & Filter if needed
Grease & Lube
New Spark Plug
Check Battery
Check Air Pressure
Clean Air Filter
Sharpen Blade
Check Belts & Pulleys
Check & Adjust Carburetor
Check Firing

$14995
All For Only

FREE pick-up & delivery
within 5 miles

( Any Additional Parts & Labor At Additional Costs. )

404)

HUARD
LYONS

1804 S.R. 121 North • Murray, Kentucky •(270)753-1888
Our Best Investment Is You.
•
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Murray Home & Auto
Outdoor Division
753-2571

Hours: Mon.-Fri. 7:30-5:00
Sat. 7:30-3:00

Chestnut St.
Murray
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Pharmacist will speak
at Alzheimer's meeting

Wedding

Ruth Pickens, registered pharmacist, will be
the speaker at the meeting Alzheimer's Disease
Education/Support Group on Tuesday, March 11,
at 4:30 p.m. in the board room of MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
Pickens, pharmacist at the hospital pharmacy,
will discuss "Prescription Drug Cards, Medication
Discounts."
Free sitter service during meetings will be provided by Shared Care Adult Day Care Program.
Persons should contact Shared Care at 753-0576
lo's
or MCCH Home Care at 762-1537 by 4 p.m. today
Datebook (Monday)
for the sitter service.
By Jo Burkeen
For
more
information contact Cindy Ragsdale,
Community
licensed social worker, at 762-1108.
Editor

Eighth grade orientation Tuesday

Photo provided
FOOD DEUVERED-Dr. Dennis Heskett, right, prepares to
unload approximately 40 bags of non-perishable food collected
at his clinic from persons on "Doctor With A Heart Day." Tonia
Casey,executive director of Need Line, stands at right.

All current Murray Middle School eighth grade students and their parents arc invited to the "Orientation. and Scheduling Fair" to be held at
Murray High School on Tuesday, March 11, at 6:30 p.m. MHS teachers and
students will be available to explain course descriptions and to answer questions relating to high school classes and clubs. For information call Marion
O'Rourke, counselor, at 753-5202, ext. 104.

Groceries delivered to Need Line
A truck load of non-perishable groceries, collected at Heskett
Chiropractic Clinic on its annual "Doctor With A Heart Day" was recently
delivered to the Need Line office on Story Avenue, Murray.
"The response was great from the people in donating food for Need
Line," said Dr. Dennis Heskett. Services were free on this special day of the
clinic to persons who brought food items for Need Line.
Tonia Casey, executive director of Need Line, said "the groceries came
just at the right time. The shelves were really getting low. Thank God for
people in the community who are willing to help others."

Bridge session planned at Oaks
Ladies of the Oaks Country Club will play Bridge on Wednesday, March
12, at 9:15 a.m. at the club house.
Sue Wells, phone 753-3671, will be hostess.
Winners of Bridge play on March 5, with Doris Rose as hostess, were
Bronda Parker. first, and Sue Wells. second.

PreschooVHead Start will hold registration
Calloway
County
Preschool/Head Start spring registration will be Thursday, March 13.
from noon to 6 p.m. and Friday,
March 14, from 8 a.m. to 3 p.m.
This is for children who will be 3

es
Theatres
1008 Chestnut St.
NO CHECKS
SHOWTIMES BEFORE 6 P.M.
ON SAT. & SUN. ONLY

Tears of the Sun
R - 7:25 - 9:50
Gods & Generals
PG13 - 7:00
How To Lose A Guy In 10 Days
PG13 - 7:10 - 9:35
Old School
R - 8:10 - 10:00
Jungle Book 2
G - 6:40
Bringing Down the House
PG13 - 7:05 - 9:20
Cradle 2: The Grave
R - 7:15 - 9:25
Daredevil
PG13 - 7:30 - 9:40
SCHEDULE GOOD THRU MAR 13
Program Information Call 753-3314

or 4 years old on or before Oct. 1,
2003.
Parents and guardians should
bring a certified copy of your child's
birth certificate (one with a state
seal, not a hospital one); a copy of
your child's social security card;
proof of income; insurance card or
medical card; and your child's
immunizations on a Kentucky
immunization certificate.
Your child does not need to be
present to register.
Registration will be held at the
Preschool, located behind Calloway
County High School. For more
information cal the Preschool/Head
Start at 762-7410.

Birth
DeWayne Joseph
(Joey) Bowen
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Joe Bowen of
4662 U.S. Hwy. 641 South, Hazel,
are the parents of a son, DeWayne
Joseph (Joey) Bowen, born on
Monday, Feb. 17, 2003, at 12:45
p.m. at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
The baby weighed seven pounds
11 ounces and measured 20 1/2
inches. The mother is the former
Melissa Ann Coles. A brother is
JaySon Allyn and a sister is Mistie
Ann.
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
Reggie Coles and Edna Y. Coles, all
of Paris, Tenn., and Mr. and Mrs.
Jim Wilks of Benton.
A great-grandmother is IVIr
Faye Coles of Murray.

VISIT MURRAY'S PIER 1 NOW AND SAVE

20,030%

THEOS meeting scheduled Tuesday
THEOS (they help each other spiritually) will meet Tuesday, March 11,
at 2 p.m. in the annex of Calloway Public Library. This group is for any person who has lost his or her spouse through death. Later the group will eat at
Sirloin Stockade. For information call Lillian Steele at 753-2875, Opal
Howard at 753-1998 or Karen Isaacs at 753-2411

Katie and Joseph Shane
Kellie Lyn Overbey and Joseph Adam Shane were married Monday,Jan.
13, 2003, at the Tribeca Rooftop in New York City. Rabbi Marcia Rappaport
presided. Leading the processional, vocalist, Freedom Bremner, New York
City, sang,"With a Little Help from Friends," by The Beatles.
Attendants were as follows:
Nicole Bradin, New York City, maid of honor; Lori Depp, Los Angeles,
Calif., honorary maid of honor; Jasmine Shane, Bayside, N.Y, sister-in-law
of the groom, Jill Bernstein, New York City, cousin of the groom, and
Samantha Shane, Las Vegas, Nev., niece of the groom, bridesmaids;
Mark Austin, Los Angeles, Calif., gentleman-at-hand; Michael Shane,
Las Vegas, and Stephen Shane, Bayside, brothers of the groom, and David
Overbey, Kent, Ohio, brother of the bride, groomsmen;
Anna Shane, Bayside, niece of the groom,flower girl; and Jessica Shane,
Bayside, niece of the groom, ring bearer.
The attendants wore black. The ring-bearing pillow was designed and
handmade by the mother of the bride and featured ivory Chantilly lace
acquired in Spain by the bride.
The bride was escorted to the Huppah by her parents, Jackie and Ed
Overbey of Murray, Ky. The groom is the son of the late Anne and Sid
Shane of Kew Gardens, N.Y. Kellie is the granddaughter of the late Reba
Mae Key and George Overbey, Sr., of Murray.
The bride wore her mother's wedding gown, an original design handmade by her late grandmother, Violet Peyton Arvin, Casey County, Ky., and
redesigned for the bride by Dressmaker Kay Grunder-Rafael, New York
City.
She carried a bouquet of crimson, street-vendor roses with bound, ivory
satin-wrapped stems. She wore diamond earrings, a gift from her father, and
a choker of graduated pearls, bequeathed by her late grandmother, Reba
Key Overbey, and redesigned by jewelry designers Regan and O'Sullivan
of New York City, who also designed the couple's wedding bands.
The bride's engagement ring, a Shane-family heirloom , belonged to the
groom's late mother.
Following the cocktail hour, the wedding ceremony was performed at
7:30 p.m. and preceded an evening of candlelight dining and dancing. The
Uptown Swing Band with Mick Gaffney, bandleader, performed.
The bridal couple is now at home in Manhattan.
A rehearsal dinner was held at Cibo's Restaurant in Manhattan.
Jasmine, Stephen, Jessica, Anna, and Elias Shane entertained with a
luncheon at their Bayside home.
The bride's parents attended a performance of "Gone Home" at the
Manhattan Theater Club, in which Kellie performed the role of Anne.
After the play the Overbeys were joined by the bridal couple, Nicole
Bradin and David Overbey for a dinner at the Blue Water Grill in
Manhattan.
On Jan. 12, the bridal couple hosted "A Late Night Casual Gathering" for
out-of-town wedding guests and area friends at the Manhattan neighborhood venue, LaPalapa.
A "Get Away" brunch was held by the Overbey and Shane families at the
Ritz Carlton at Battery Park in Manhattan Jan. 14.

Watch for
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Parkinson's group will be Tuesday
Parkinson's Support Group of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will
meet Tuesday, March 11, at noon in the Parish Center of St. Lto Catholic
Church. For information contact Dixie Hopkins at 753-6001.

Dexter town meeting Tuesday
Dexter town meeting will be Tuesday, March 11, at 6 p.m. at the Dexter
Community Center. The speaker will Calloway County Attorney David
Harrington. A potluck supper will be served.

MHS Athletic Boosters plan meeting
Murray High School Athletic Booster Club will meet Tuesday, March
11, at 7 p.m. at the school.

Soccer Foundation will meet Tuesday
Calloway County Soccer Foundation will have an open meeting
Tuesday, March 11, at 6:30 p.m. in the high school cafeteria. The new officers will be introduced and fund-raising ideas will be discussed. All interested parents are urged to attend.

Transit Authority meeting Tuesday
Murray-Calloway Transit Authority will hold its monthly board meeting
Tuesday, March 11, at 7 p.m. in the Tennessee Room of Murray State
University Curris Center.

Art Guild will accept entries
Murray Art Guild will accept entries for its juried exhibition, "Visual
Evidence," on Tuesday and Wednesday, March 11 and 12, from 10 a.m. to
5 p.m. for entry forms and information call 753-4059.

East Council will meet Tuesday
East Elementary School Site-Based Decision Making Council will meet
Tuesday, March 11, at 5 p.m. in the teachers workroom. Patsy Chaney, principal, invites all interested persons.

Murray Singles will meet Tuesday
Murray Singles (S.O.S.) will meet Tuesday, March 11, at 7 p.m. at
Shoney's Inn, Murray. This will be the monthly birthday party night. All
singles are invited. For more information call Jackie at 1-270-247-7754 or
Shirley at 753-6224.

Eastern Star Chapter will meet
Murray Star Chapter No. 433 Order of the Eastern Star will meet
Tuesday, March 11,,at 7:30 p.m. at the Masonic Hall, Highway 121 North
at Robertson Road North, Murray.

Al-Anon meeting

Tuesday

Al-Anon will meet Tuesday, March 11. from 7:30 to 8:30 p.m. at
Glendale Road Church of Christ.

North Council will meet today
North Elementary School Site-Based Decision Making Council will
meet today, March 10, at 4 p.m. at the school. Margaret Cook, principal,
invites the public.

Girl Scout Unit will meet tonight
Murray Girl Scout Service Unit will meet tonight, March 10, at 6:30 p.m.
at the Girl Scout cabin on Sharpe Street, Murray.

CCMS PTO will meet at school
Calloway County Middle School PTO will meet tonight, March 10, at
6:30 p.m. in the school cafeteria. Guidance counselors from the high school
will speak about the ninth grade classes with special importance to eighth
grade parents. Nomination forms for the school-based decision making
committee have been given to students in fifth, sixth and seventh grades in
the school system. Nominations from parents will be accepted until March
21, 2003. For information call 759-3248.

CCHS yearbook sales started
. Sales for the Calloway County High School yearbook for 2003 will be
. taken starting today, March 10, and continuing through Friday, March 14.
Books may be purchased during lunch at the high school. One payment of
$18 win be paid'when ordering. Persons are asked to pay by check, made
payable to Calloway County High School for 2003 yearbook. Those purchasing yearbook s should buy from a staff member and ask for a receipt.

will meet today

Join This Week
so
Service Fee*

Pierlimpotts
University Plaza • 1205B Cheatnut St.• Murray, KY-R. 270-753-11451

*Bring a bag of non-perishable food
items this-week (March 17-21)to your
local Curves and join with no service
fee. All groceries will be donated to
local food banks.

CCMS Council
Calloway County Middle School Site-based Decision Making Council
will meet today, March 10, at 3:30 p.m. in media center. Brian Harper, prin.cipal, invites all interested persons.

Lodge meeting will be tonight
Woodmen of the World Lodge No. 728 will meet tonight. March 10, at
6 p.m. at the WOW Youth Camp, U.S. Hwy. 641 North.

Sigma Department will meet
The power to maze yourself.
On

270-759-1400• 1608 Hwy.121 N.• Murray, KY 42071
270-252-3399• 1769 Mayfield Hwy.Spje 5 • Benton, KY 42025
it egrolWng,mmni,u1Ti c rOfigrfals
"clirer-Visa ci-Vset

Sigma Department of the Murray Woman's Club will meet tonight,
March 10, at 6:30 p.m. at the club house. Each one should bring $3 for pizza
with drinks and dessert furnished by the hostesses, Tory Daughrity and
Rhonda Perry.
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Poultry litter should be tested before application
As the poultry industry has increased in
Kentucky over the past decade so has interest in utilizing poultry litter as a fertilizer. Dr. Monroe
Rasnake, UK
Extension
Agronomist at
Princeton, has conducted research using
poultry litter on forages and row crops.
Agriculture
Fall through late
winter is a good time
Update
to add litter to some
By Lloyd
forage crops and
Weatherly
Calloway County wheat. Tall fescue can
utilize not only the
Agriculture
Extension Agent nitrogen but also
phosphate and potash
in litter. Four tons of litter per acre a year is
the most that should be used on fescue pasRUCs.

An additional benefit of applying litter

Animal
Projects and
Youth
Youth gain responsibility and
new understanding of self and
animals when involved in an animal project. There are a variety of
opportunities for youth to show
exhibit
4-H Update and
animals
By Ginny Harper through the
Calloway County 4-H
and
Extension Agent FFA programs.
for 4-H Youth
There are
Development
county
fairs, district shows,
state fair and other national youth
shows. Youth gain knowledge
and skills at each level of competition.
Youth of the Purchase Area
will have a new district show
opportunity which will be called
the "Two Rivers Livestock Show
and Exposition for Youth." This
event will be July 10 at the West
Kentucky Exposition Center. All
four species of market animals
and dairy cattle will be exhibited
at this show. A planning meeting
for the event is set for March 24
at 5 p.m. at the West Ky Expo.
Interested individuals are welcome and encouraged to attend.
"Showing gives me a working
knowledge of the animal. It is an
event that my dad and I do
together. I like to show animals
because I like to win money and
meet people," proclaims Zach
Gillium, a junior at Calloway
County High School.
In order to participate in district and state fair competition
animals market animals must be
DNA tested, weighed and tagged
by the Kentucky Department of
Ag by the state deadlines.
Specific requirements for each
species are available at your
extension office.
The beef steers deadline is
March 31. Tagging will be March
29 at the Expo Center. Call the
extension office by March. 24 if
attending.
Sheep, Goats, and Hogs deadline is May 31. Tagging will be
that day at the fairgrounds. Call
the extension office by May 25.
Horse deadline is May 1.
Project and lease forms due to
Area Contacts
Dairy Cattle deadline is June
I. Nonownership forms due to
State
Jordan -Gillium, a seventh
grader from Calloway County
Middle School states, "I like
showing because it is.a learning
experience and you can make
new friends in the process."

is that it does not lessen the soil's pH as
much as nitrogen fertilizers. Using litter on
wheat with fall and winter applications is
also feasible since plants are growing and
can utilize it during this period. Thus far,
research has indicated that a combination
of fall applied litter and late winter applied
commercial fertilizer to wheat is the best
combination.
Applying litter in the fall to fields that
will be planted to row crops in the spring
results in loss of nitrogen before planting
season. Corn benefits from litter by utilizing the nitrogen and building up phosphate.
potash and other nutrients in the soil, particularly if followed by double-cropped
soybeans.
Farmers who apply litter to tobacco
should be aware of high levels of chloride.
UK recommendations have been for no
more than four tons per acre.
A survey conducted -by frank Sikora,
UK Soil Testing Coordinator, has shown a
wide range of chloride content in chicken

use of manure nutrients and minimize
nutrient leaching or runoff into the surface
or ground water systems. Any soils receiving poultry litter should first be tested to •
determine fertility level. Periodic soil testing is recommended to monitor the nutrient
supplying capability of the soil. Fertilizer
recom.mendatiOns based on soil test results
are the only reliable way to determine the
crop nutrient requirement.
Another major advantage of poultry litter and other manures is the addition of
organic matter to the soil. Organic matter,
which is plant and animal material in various stages of decay, helps soil particles
clump and bind together into aggregates.
This improves the tilth or workability of
the soil by improving drainage in clayey
soils and the moisture and nutrient holding
capacity in sandy soils.
•••

No Charge for Manure Testing
The nutrient content of broiler litter and
other manures varies considerable. For

example, the nitrogen content of broiler lit
ter tested in the UK lab has ranged from
25-80 pounds per ton.
Having manure tested tells producers the
nutrient content of the sample and. thus,
how much to apply. The usual cost 01
manure test is $20 per sample.
Through a grant from USDA
Sustainable Agriculture and Research
Education the UK soil test laboratory will
analyze manure samples for producers at
no charge.
If you are interested in having samples
analyzed, give me a call at 753-1452 for
the procedure and more information.
Educational programs ofthe Kentuck%
Cooperative Extension Service serve all
people regardless ofrace, colon age. set.
religion, disability or national origin.
University of Kentucky, Kentucky State
University, U.S. Department of Agriculture.
and Kentucky counties. cooperating.

Ag Assistance Act benefit sign-up dates announced
WASHINGTON — In the first
phase of agriculture assistance
implementation authorized under
the Agricultural Assistance Act of
2003, Agriculture Secretary Ann M.
Veneman today announced that
sign-up for the expanded Livestock
Compensation Program will begin
April 1, 2003.
The Tobacco
Payment Program benefit sign-up
will begin March 17, 2003.
Veneman said the implementation team is working on details
regarding other program benefits
and said information about these
other sign-up dates will be
announced in the near future.
USDA has,also launched a website, located at www.usda.gov, that
provides producers one location for
details on these programs, questions
and answers, allows for comments
and suggestions on program implementation, as well as other information on USDA agriculture assistance.
"USDA is committed to providing these disaster program benefits
to producers as quickly as possible
and today's announcement is the
first step in meeting those expectations," said Veneman. "Our implementation team is examining ways
to cut the red tape and expedite the
process where possible and the new
website provides the ability for producers to make suggestions on how
we might work more efficiently in

meeting that goal."
on losses per head or number of eli- ducers suffering trum natural disasBoth the LCP and the TOPP pro- gible livestock and catfish.
ters and related conditions. USDA
grams can begin quickly because
To sign up for LCP assistance, will announce sign-up as quickly as
program systems are in place and eligible producers should visit their possible for other assistance providthe programs are relatively easy to local FSA offices on April I. USDA ed by the Act, including the crop
administer.
anticipates more than 700 additional disaster program that reimburses
Livestock
Compensation counties will be made eligible for producers for qualifying crop losses
Program (LCP) sign-up will begin LCP under the Act. LCP was origi- in either 2001 or 2002 due to damon April 1 and is scheduled to end nally administered in 2,149 coun- aging weather or related conditions;
early June, 2003. The Act expands ties.
$250 million for the Livestock
LCP by including additional counSign-up. for Tobacco Payment Assistance Program to reimburse
ties that were approved under a Program will begin March 17 and is producers for grazing losses; AO
Secretarial disaster designation or scheduled to end May 16, 2003. million for sugarcane producers;
Presidential disaster declaration for The program provides an estimated $60 million for sugar beet producdamages and losses due to any natu- $53 million to tobacco producers. ers; and $50 million for the cottonral disaster. TheAct also includes Eligible applicants are quota holders seed industry. The Secretary said
catfish as an eligible commodity.
and producers of all kinds of tobac- information about these other signPreviously under LCP, a county co under USDA's 2002 tobacco pro- up dates will be announced in the
must have been named as a primary gram. Payments are expected to be coming weeks. Interested parties
county under a Secretarial disaster issued between mid-May and June will also want to consult the prodesignation between Jan. 1, 2001, 1, 2003.
gram regulations when issued.
and Sept. 19, 2002, only for
To apply for TOPP assistance,
Also, the USDA's Farm Service
drought. The Act expands LCP to eligible persons should visit their Agency has developed a Web site
'make eligible any counties that were local USDA Farm Service Agency that provides producers with one
requested as primary disaster areas (FSA)offices beginning March 17.
convenient location for details on
under a Presidential or Secretarial
The Agriculture Assistance Act new and existing FSA disaster assisdeclaration by Feb. 20, 2003, and Provisions, signed into law on Feb. tance. The Web site can be accessed
that were subsequently approved.
20. 2003, authorizes total disaster at www.usda.gov or at http://disasTo be eligible for LCP assis- aid estimated at $3.1 billion for pro- ter.fsa.usda.gov
tance, a producer's livestock operation headquarters must be physical•
ly located in a county with a qualifying disaster designation. Eligible
livestock are cattle, sheep, goats,
and buffalo, as well as catfish.
Counties named as contiguous
counties are not eligible for the proI NOTHING LIKE GETTING THE JOHN DEERE YOU'VE ALWAYS DREAMED OF
gram. LCP payments will be based

"The new website gives farmers
and ranchers immediate access to
information on programs authorized
by the Agricultural Assistance Act
of 2003," said Jim Little, FSA
Administrator. "Producers who
have suffered from disaster conditions can turn to this site for timely
details on these important issues."
The Web site will be updated frequently and will feature current
news on programs contained in the
Act, plus details on sign-up, program requirements, as well as a
comments and suggestions section.
The site will also have links to
online program application forms,
Federal Register notices, information about regulations, as well as a
list the counties eligible for certain
disaster assistance. The website
also provides pertinent details on
existing FSA disaster programs,
including emergency low-cost loans
for producers in ,designated disaster
areas, the Emergency Conservation
Program and the Noninsured Crop
Disaster Assistance Program.

I NOTHING LIKE GETTING IT FOR LESS THAN YOU EVER IMAGINED

Read all about the
news that hits
home. Subscribe to
the Ledger & Times

FARMERS

and read this!

The Murray Insurance Agency
has the farm owners insurance policy for you!
We also provide insurance for:
• Automobiles
• Homeowners
•Commercial
• Workers Compensation
•Bonds

• Health
• Life
• Longterm Care
• Disability Income
• Medicare Supplements
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Starts

Upcoming Calloway County
441 Events
— 4-H Dairy Bowl Practice
on March 11, 12 and 13 from 56:30 pm. at the Extension Office..
The teams
compete at State
Dairy Bowl at UK on March 17
and 18.
"
— 4-H liorse Judging,
Hippology and Horse Bowl Team
will meet on March I I, 18, 25
3:30 p.m. to 5 p.m. at Expo
Center Classroom.
— Dusty Spurs Horse Club
meets Thursday March 13 at 6
p.m. at the Extension Office.
!Nati Buffington-will be the guest
speaker.
A committee will meet to
write regulations for a Calloway
County Youth Livestock Show
and Sale at 6:30 p.m. at the Ag
Classroom at Calloway County
High School. All Interested youth
and adults are encouraged to
attend.
—4-H Livestock Judging
Team will meet on March 20 and
27 August I 3:30 p.m. to 4:30
g.m. at North Elementary.

litter with an average of about two percent.
Litter with a two percent chloride content
at 30 percent moisture amounts to approximately 130 pounds of chloride per acre,
more than double the recommended maximum of 50 pounds annually.
Dr. Bob Pearce, UK Tobacco Specialist,
is doing research concerning chloride levels and now recommends using no more
than two tons per acre. Chloride in high
amounts can act like a wick taking up and
retaining moisture in the cured leaf affecting color, flavor and aroma and the rate of
burn of tobacco products.
Dr. Pearce recommends applying poultry litter to tobacco in fall or winter. This
allows the Chloride to leach out reducing its
possible negative impact on quality.
Producers should be aware, as mentioned
above, about nitrogen loss when litter is,
applied early.
Poultry litter should not be applied to •
the soil beyond the limits of the crop's
nutrient needs. This will ensure efficient
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23-hp, V Twin engine
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with all

The Edge- Cutting System
le-inch cutting width

1110

Brian is ready to
• meet- y-Ou and
your financial
needs and deliver
Five Star Service Guaranteed!

$1799

LIST PRICE

Automatic with cruise control
and LCD hour meter'
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Brim. T. estrkwin
Financial Consultant

Now V% car get Jonn Deere reliability and durability, at all new atfordatkkty The 100 Senes otters week frames tor a long-iasrog
ride The Edge-Cutting System for a orectse cut and John Deeres dedicateat dealer su000rt And right now, ounng Deere Season
you can get special financing options. making the 100 Series the most artordebte Jon,Deere ever What are you waiting tor' Get to

your John Deere dealer today

Murray Office • 1111 Main Strtdet • 270-762-0406

JOHN DEERE

wwit. JohnDeete conv100Series

CObancorp.

MU

Fire Star Sr Gamosnreed

Chestnut St.• Murray, KY • 753-2571
• murrayhomeandauto.com
Hrs. Mon.-Fri. 7:30 a.m.-5:00 p.m. • Sat. 7:30 a.m.-1:00 p.m.
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All

Advertisers are requested to check the first
insertion i their ads tor any error Murray
Ledger & Tines sill be responsible for only one
incorrect insertion Any error shoutzt be reported immediately so corrections can be made
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Legal Notice
Notice
Personals
Financial
Roommate Wanted
Lost And Found
Help Wanted
Position Wanted
Domestic & Childcare
Business Opportunity
Electronics

Computers
Appliance Parts
Want To Buy
Articles For Sale
Appliances
Home Furnishings
Antiques
Lawn & Garden

190
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200
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220
260
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280
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340
360
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Farm Equipment
Heavy Equipment
Sports Equipment
Firewood
Musical
Mobile Home Lots For Sale
Mobile Homes For Sale
Mobile Homes For Rent
Mobile Home Lots For Rent
Business Rentals
Apartments For Rent
Rooms For Rent
Houses For Rent
Storage Rentals
Commercial Property
Pets & Supplies
Livestock & Supplies
Public Sale
Land For Rent or Lease

430
435
440
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450
455
460
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485
490
495
500
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520
530
560
570

Real Estate
Lake Property
Lots For Sale
Lots For Rent
Farms For Sale
Acreage
Homes For Sale
Motorcycles & ATV's
Auto Parts
Sport Utility Vehicles
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats & Motors
Services Offered
Free Column
Tobacco & Supplies
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CLASSIFIED AD RATES
1)1,-41)1.Ali'
)ti
$7.25 Column Inch,60% Discount 2nd Run,
40* Discount 3rd Run.
'All 3 Ads Aftivt His', Within 6 Dar Period

$2.60 per column inch extra for Monday (Shopping Guide)
!LINE ADS
$8.00 First Day - 20 words or less
Over 20 words $.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: $.10 per word per dray.
UM extra for Shopper NIIon Classifieds go into Shopping truide $2.60 extra for

The publisher Maintains the right to reject or edit
any submitted matter

To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.
Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.
060

050

010
Legal
Notice

Help Wanted

THIS space is reserved
the day might come,
Your pet has strayed
can't find its way home.

CASH Management Su
pervlsor, Murray State
University position to begin
March 2002. Qualifications: Four year college
degree in the area of Business along with three
years minimum of significant experience in the
handling of cash and credit
card transactions and supervisory experience is required. Knowledge of
bookkeeping, business
communication (oral and
written), computers (network and mainframe envi-

Legal
Notice

PUBLIC NOTICE

The Murray-Planning-Commission will hold
a public hearing on Tuesday, March 18, 2003
at 5:00 p.m. in the council chambers of City
Hall located at 104 N. 5th Street on a
Planned Development Project for Sam
Underwood at 900 Whitnell Avenue. This
project will consist of 97 storage units.
Plans for this project are on file in the office
I-of Planning and Engineering and may be
reviewed between 7:30 a.m. and 4:30 p.m.,
Monday through Friday before the hearing
date. All interested persons are invited to
attend and participate in this meeting
If further information is needed, please contact the Murray Planning Department at
762-0330.
Richard Vanover, Chairman
Murray Planning Commission
('andace Dowdy
Planning Assistant

060

Lost and Found

Just give us a call, we'll
be glad to help,
Your loved one we'll
try to find,
'Cause we all have Furry
or Feathered Friends,
Here at the
Ledger & Times.

Call 753-1916
060

Help Wanted

DISPATCHER
wanted
Broker experience re
quired. Carrier and Cus
tomer following a plus.
Salary DOE. Please Call
(270) 628-3620 or fax resume to (270)628-3767.

I

Help Wanted

DEPENDABLE Waitresses
at Cypress Springs Resort
Call for appointment 4365496.
DRIVER
Do What You Were Hired
To Do Drive... !Liszt Load
Earn up to 385 cpm. No
Loading or Unloading, No
Forced NE or Canada
Guaranteed Home Policy,
2000 or newer Conventionals. 1 yr OTR exp., 23

BUSINESS & SERVICE DIRECTORY
Complete Formal Wear Headquarters

fiflr.fJt'o 3Labp!J

Happy Birthday

Send resume to

P.O. Box 63
Murray, KY
PHYSICAL Therapist/PTA
There Once Was An Old Man In The "City"
%Alio Tried To Avoid Everyone's Pity
If He Had Just One Wish...
He'd Be Out With The Fish
On The Lake, Ceti ne Dirty And Gritty!

HAPPY 50TH
DON JUAN

020

020

Notice

Notice

Outpatient Orthopedic experience preferred. Henry
Co. Wound & Rehab 107
Memorial Dr. Paris, Tenn
38242. (731) 641-0002 or
fax to (731) 641-0030.

Limousines & Vans
304 Main Si.

- -7-

University

is

(27017594000

You are responsible for the deductible that

All Occasion Transportation • Airport Service • Certified Drivers

NOW HIRING
Shift managers and crew members for
all positions and for all shifts. Must
be able to work days, nights and
weekends.
Apply at

STEVE VIDMER

217 S. 12th St., Murray

NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE

General Practice ofLaw Including:
BANKRUPTCY
DIVORCE/CUSTODY/SUPPORT
CRIMINAL/TRAFFIC/DUI
PERSONAL INJURY

753-1752
THIS IS AN All\ FIZTI'
,FNIF \."1

THE BOOK RACK
26

}'L -RS L\ MURRA)

Used Paperback
For Trade & Sale
• New Non-Fiction •
Dixieland Shopping Cir.

753-4821
Mon.-Fri. 9:30-5
Sat. 9:30-4
CALLOVVAY County

Pictorial:History
Limited- number available
Gaff now to purchase
7594938
753-2350
753-7870
753-4054
NOW forming 8-ball league for Monday nights

B•eaktime Bilharrfc,

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177

Murray State University is accepting bids for
the following:
CC-102F-03 Winslow Cafeteria Cooling
Tower Replacement Project, Opening March
25, 2003 at 2:00 p.m.
Project will include the demolition of the old
cooling tower and replacement of with new
cooling tower, condenser water pumps, and
all associated mechanical, electrical and
plumbing.
To be opened above dates and times in
Procurement Services, General Services
Building Murray State University located on
Chestnut Street, Murray,'KY 42071. Forms may
be obtained by calling Murray State University
Procurement Services @ 270-762-4099.
TELEVISION BROADCAST ENGINEER,
Marketing and Public - Relations Department and
Cable Channel TV-4A Murray -State- University.

Clualifications: Associate's Degree in.technical
5BE or equivalent ,eertification -preferred one
-year related work experience required.. Operating
knowledge of Mac and PC format computers in network environment used in broadcasting as well as
both analog and digital broadcast platforms required.
candidates • must also have strong 'interpersonal
Allis, as working in educational environment
!Nunes heavy interaction with students, faculty and

ither non-technical personnel. Responsibilities:
The Place to Start....

\lust -be-able- to repair and maintain professional

Murray Ledger & Times

hroadcast equipment, configure. install and maintain
master and studio control rooms, prepare and recom-

(270)753-1916

'19-9303

Free Pallets
Loading Dock of
Murray Ledger & Times
First Come - First Serve
Please tio Phone Celts

mend plans for long-term capital equipment budgeting for university's cable channel and brdadcast marketing department. Application Deadline: March 21,
2003. To Apply; Send letter of application, resume
And names, addresses and phone numbers of three
references to: Stan Marinoff, Chair, Search
Committee. Murray State .University, 804 Fine Arts
Building, Murray, KY 42071-3313. Women and
mmorities are encouraged to apply. Murray State
i . mversiry ii an equal education and employment
MII-4). AA

753-7890 • 8 a.m.-8 p.m.
COUNTRY CHEVROLET
104 W. 5th Street

Commercial Waste
Disposal

SPORTSMAN'S
ANCHOR
RESORT
CAMPGROUND,Hwy 68 at Jonathan Creek, needs
outside maintenance man capable of leadership,
good health, general cleaning, mowing, weed eating,
taking care of restrooms, pool and treatment plant

SPORTSMAN'S ANCHOR MARINA, needs outside dock person, good health, fishing & boating
knowledge. ALSO - store clerks inside Marina storecash register, calculator experience - fishing & boating knowledge helpful. All positions must be able to
work weekends and holidays as scheduled - retirees
welcome - seasonal work.Call Monday thm Friday 9
to 4 only, for application and interview schedule
270/354-6568.

Sonic Drive In
Law Office of

Medicare does not pay. $812 on Part A; $100 on
Part B. Call me for more information.
FREE HELP IN CLAIM FILING FOR MY CLIENTS

an

equal education and employment
opportunity
M/F/D, AA employer.

MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT

1-888-FOR MRJS
1-288-3674757

Murray,KY 42071

yrs old. Class A CDL
w/HazMat required. Owner
Operators
Welcome
ronments), and Microsoft $1500 Sign-on Bonus for a
Office computer software Limited Time Only. PTL 1and general office equip- 800-848-0405
All Types of Refuse Service 41
ment is needed. ResponFRIEDMAN'S
Jewelers
sibilities: Process inqui140015854033
ries and provides informa- now accepting applications
for
Full
and
Part
time
tion on graduate, underCall Tammy Stom or Jill Stephens
graduate and non-student Sales. Previous Jewelry
accounts to internal and experience desired, but
at
external constituents. In- will train. Apply in person
sure adequate internal at the Shoppes of Murray
and place your ad today!
controls. exist over cash Central Location.
not only in the Cashier's MCTA seeks Part-time
Office but also monitors driver. 753-9725
procedures in other departments. Process payThe Purchase Area Development District(PADD)is accepting appliments received for tuition
cations for an individual with credit lending capabilities to work as a
fees, room, board plus
business development specialist in a team atmosphere with an
non-accounts receivable
expanding business loan department. Responsibilities include, but
cash transmittals. Supervision of the Student Acare not limited to: assisting businesses in the lending process with
count Representatives and
strong credit skills and a solid understanding of commercial loan
student workers. Applicaanalysis, processing/compiling loan' applications, preparing closing
tion Deadline: March 21,
documents, servicing and portfolio management, aril curriculum
2003. To Apply: Send letdevelopment for workshops and seminars. A bachelor's degree in a
ter of application, resume.
and contact information for
business related field is required. Salary is commensurate based
three references to Cash
upon experience. The PADD offers an attractive compensation packManagement Supervisor
age and a challenging career opportunity. Send resume and cover to
Search, Murray State UniPADD,
Business Lending Dept., P.O. Box 588, Mayfield, KY 42066.
versity, 200 Sparks Hall,
Applications
will be accepted until position is filled. The PADD is an
Murray, KY 42071. WomEC/E.
en and minorities are encouraged to apply. Murray
State

Lou V. McGary
Does Your Policy Pay 100% of
the Deductibles?

753-1916

Immediate
part-time
opening for
Indoor retail
sales position
at local
business.
Base rate wage plus
commission. Great
for retired or semiretired motivated
person. Basic
computer
knowledge helpful.

INSURANCE

FOOD & NUTRITIONAL SERVICES
SUPERVISOR
Henry County Healthcare Center is seeking a Food & Nutritional Services
Supervisor. Must have a minimum of 1
year experience in management of a
dietary operation, scheduling and computer skills. Prefer experience in healthcare
and certified in dietary management
HCHC offers an excellent benefit and
salary package. Interested candidates
should send resume or apply in person.
Henry County Medical Center
P.O. Box 1030
Paris, TN 38242
731-644-8472
Equal Opportunity Employer

POSITION AVAILABLE
BUS DRIVERS
The Calloway County Board of Education is
currently accepting applications for Bus
Drivers. MI applicants must have a high
school diploma or GED, be at.least 21 years
of age, in good physical condition, and have
a valid Kentucky driver's license: In addition, each applicant is required to have or be
willing to obtain a CDL license. Hourly compensation begins at $9.12. Fringe benefits
including health insurance, life insurance,
and county retirement will be provided to all
full-time employees. Applications for this
position may be obtained at the Calloway
County Board of Education, 2110 College
Farm Road, Murray, KY 42071. Should you
have specific questions, please call 7627322. The Calloway County Board of
Education is an Equal Education and
Employer Institution.

Come see Gary Key
for all your new
Med vehicle needs.
Chevy & GMC Pickups•TrailBlaiers • Suburbans
Tahoe'.• Envoys • Yukon'.

asvRetrr • OLLISNO8111 • PONTIAC • MINX • CNC
877-280-7970
Bus. Phone (270)527-8671

090

090

Domestic & Childcare

Domestic & Childcare

OPENING SOON
Higher Praise Christian
Childcare Learning Center
Offering a Christian Educational Curriculum
and a warm loving environment
Accepting Applications
Beginning Feb. 24, 2003
6wks to 5 yrs
NI10.
Please Call for more information
en,if

753-2777

Director Sheila Scott
(Ms Sheila)

14a
Ilklaw4Nimit?

WE do housecleaning, *SOFA & Chair
please call 753-1016
.2 Recliners
•Stereo & Records
120
•Sofa Table
Computers
*White Carpet 14x21
*Brass Mirrors
MDM COMPUTERS
•Pictures
LPN, RN, MA, or PhlebotA+ Certified Technician
753-8004
omist. Must have blood
On site service.

LPN needed Part-time in
Medical Office. Send Resume with references to:
Allergy & Asthma Clinic of
W. KY. 2957 U.S. Hwy
641 N. Murray, KY 42071.

drawing experience. Mobile Insurance exams in
Murray area. Send resume
to P.O. Box 2481 Evansville, IN 47728. Fax 812473-3151.
1-800-4560403.

759.3556

160

Home Furnishings
Want to Buy

.60" Phillips Big Screen
T.V. $1,300.
•
CASH paid for
*Old Buffet $100.
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting Goods, *Matching Table & Chairs
MURRAY Calloway Coun$100.
519 S. 12th, Murray.
ty Need Line Inc. is seek270)339-6789.
ing a Part Time person, ELECTRIC heaters, air
210
Monday-Friday, 25 hours conditioners, used carpetFirewood
per week. Successful Can- ing, refrigerators and
didates must possess: stoves. 753-4109
FIREWOOD 489-2989.
Strong interpersonal comWANT
to
buy:
Junk
Car
munication skills, both oral
Musical
and written. Computer and and Trucks Call (270)
474-2540 or 836-4697 Six
office experience a plus,
A full size Hammond Orand have a true desire to days a week.
make a difference in oth- WANTED: Riding Mowers gan with external speakers
ers lives.
that need work. 436-2867. in very good condition.
$1,000.00. Call 753-0835.
Apply at: Need Line
150
804 Story Ave.
*BALDWIN Acrosonic
Articles
Murray, KY 42071,
Piano $950.
For Sale
PAGLIAI'S Pizza and Italian Restaurant since 1972,
is accepting applications
for Servers and Pizza
Makers. All applicants
must apply at Paghai's 970
Chestnut Street. 7532975
PT Housekeeping Aids
needed for seasonal resort
east of Murray. Candidates must be dependable,' avaiiablaior Saturday

*Antique

Steck

Baby

COZ Umel Mexico, 4 Grand Piano $6,000.
nights, round trip from •Console Piano $450.
(270) 339-6789.
Nashville, March 17-March

21. $800.753-5983.
DISH NETWORK
America's top 50 channels
for $24.99. Price guaranteed until January 2005.

270

Mobile Homes For Sale
1984 Champion

14x60

Why not put the extra $6,000 Call (270)382money you pay cable in 2642
your pocket?. Cali Beasley 1993 Southridge 16x72

Antenna & "Satellite for 2BR, 2Bath, new Carpet,
more information at 759- Front/Back' Decks, fdsge10901.
1ent Condition Lot 234 Riviera Courts, Murray.'(270)
SIRLOIN STOCKADE
*LOWRY Organ $20000.
Now Hinng
•96
Dodge
Intrepid 522-9957 Asking $14,900.
280
Very Friendly People!
$3,500.00.
Mobile Homes For Rent
•Waitresses
•Large Entertainment CerF
•Day Time Prep
ter $50.00.
.Day Time Hot Bar
*Washer $100.00.
2 Bedroom, No pets 753
Apply in person
Trailer 9866 For rent or sale
•94
House
Mon thru Fri 11-2
$6,000.00.
SMALL company needs •Gas Heater $75.00.
OTR driver, home week474-2540

hours,and have'• reliable
--car.(270)438-2345.

$$ Rented $$

ends.sometime weekdays,
average 2,500 miles,
$650.00 week. Must have
2 years OTR experience,
25 years old, no accidents.
Call(270)767-0191
Domestic & Childcare
A-1 House Cleaning Cal

Check us out on the Web!

BENTON, KY 42025-0605

Linda 759-9553

D'S Housecleaning
753-3802

320

Apartments For Rent
NEXX home phone service as seen on T.V. Limited free Long Distance. 1 Bedroom apartment near
Call Nexx @ (270) 247- MSU, No pets. 753-5980.
2278.
1 Bedroom apanspaits, all
appliances at the Oaks
OUT of Business Sale
Beautiful Office Furniture Apartments. Coleman RE.
759-4118.
Credenza, Computer
Desk, Desk- Curve front, 3 1 OR 2br apts. near downbookcases, Chairs, Misc. town Murray starting at
(270)759-0124 - - -11200/mo. 753-4/097

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES
320
Apartments Fur

320

320
Apartments For Rent

Rent

Rett;r-

t-

1

I

320
Apartments For Rent

320
Apartments For Rent

Your Home Improvement Headquarters
David's Cleaning
_ Services

b& cuffr7r-clah-le

Order by 11 a.m. &
• pick up next day.

*Vinyl Siding & Fencing *Mobile Homes
•Bnck 'All External Cleaning

5,000+ sq. ft. of 29 & 26 gauge

'Acid Cleaning Available
*We Use Hot Water *Parking Lots & Drisew ay s

$11 & *2 available in most colors

4

Accepting applications
Tuesday, March 18,2003
10 AM to 3 PM
Murray First United Methodist Church
503 Maple Street
Murray,Kentucky

1-2, 3br apts furnished,
near MSU 753-1252 or
753-0606
1549-B Mockingbird Dr
3br, 3 bath large 2 oar garage. very nice, very large

$$ Rented $$
1br apartment, furnished
and all utilities paid $285
month plus deposit Near
downtown 753-3646
1BR apt available, all appliances furnished MurCal Realty 753-4444
1BR. 1 bath 11/2 blocks'
from MSU $195 plus
deposit. No pets References required Daytime753-3949. ABH- 759-3050
2 Bedroom apartment,
$260 per month, $200
deposit, some utilities
paid. W/D available. No
pets. 767-9037
•

RED OAKS APTS.
Special
$100 Deposit
1BR From $280
2BR From $325
Call Today!
753-8668.

CONDO
FOR RENT
Weekly
1 BR Condominium
in Gated Community
(Sandpiper Cove)
in Destin, Florida
5 Swimming Pools,
Boat Launch,
6- Tennis Courts
& Much More
CONTACT:
Danny or Brenda
Grace
618-524-3868

Houses For Rent
2 Bedroom. C/H/A. Washer & Dryer Hook-up, no
pets $550 month + 1
month deposit 753-2259
or 527-8174
2BR, 1b, C/H/A, $500
month + deposit, 1 year
lease, 1703 Ryan. 7520296

3 Bedroom, 1 Bath. fur2 BR Duplex, good neigh- nished, all appliances, less
borhood.
$385.00 than 2 years old. Call 753Month/$385 00 deposit, no 9997 or (270) 653-3509 for
pets. 435-4003.
appointment.
2BR NEAR MSU
3 Bedroom, All kit, applianColeman RE 759-4118
ces furnished, walk to
2BR., Duplex C/H/A
MSU, available
now.
Coleman RE 759-4118
Phone 519-6871 or (270)
SiPS
362-2174
3 Rprinsnaa

$$ Rented $$
3BR, 2b, C/H/A, $600
month + deposit, 1 year
lease, 1600 N Oak Hill
752-0296
4 new 1br Apts on Brooklyn Dr., University Heights
All appliances fully furnished; 6 or 12 month lease,
$375. Deposit Available
April 1st. Call or leave
message.(270)435-4382
4br, Diuguid Drive
man RE 759-4118

Cole-

DUPLEX clean & Redecorated in quiet area near
University & grocery. appliances $375 per month
753-8096
EXTREMELY nice 2 Bedroom Townhouse & Duplex Coleman RE 7594118
FORREST View Apartments 1213 N 16th St .
now accepting applications
for 2br townhouses, basic
rent $345/ . month. Call
753-1970. , Leave Message. Equal Housing Opportunity.
NEAR University-Extra
large 2B/R apt Large living room Kitchen-dinette
combo Central elec H/A
Range, refrigerator, disposer, dishwasherwasherdryer hookun S2n0 fl-

$$ Rented $$
NEW 2br. 1 bath all appliances furnished including
W/D $490 per month
759-3781
NICE 2br furnished apt
C/H/A Close to MSU
Coleman RE 759-4118
VERY roomy 2E3R. 2Ba
with garage. appliances
furnished. 1 year lease. 1
month deposit, no pets
Call 753-2905

Phone (270) 767-0313
12701 527-7176

4
-r,r

Call Metal Mall
1-800-909-9064 • 270-247-8844

a

Do You Need Furniture and Bedding?

AlttrraY
440 Utterback Road
Retirement Apartments
for Senior Adults
For information call
Wesley Housing Corporation
at 901-325-7800 -

An Equal Housing Opportunity Facility with rental
assistance available to qualified applicants 62 and older.

1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday.
Wednesday. Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD ei -800-648-6056

Borders

in stock.

A 9ct Selection — A Better Price'
Be Sure To Shop — Before You Buy'

[
L - t‘e

1 year old 3 Bedroom, 2
Bath. All appliance &
Washer & tDryer (270)
753-7903 or 753-7813.

Roofing Metal
W€ niiw manufacture Buy direct

We Specialize Nis Cleaning

David

hosn. to-
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360
Storage Rentals

STORAGE
119 Main • 753-6266

1993 Chevrolet Silverado
4x4, 3/4 ton $4,000 obo
492-8755
1997
GMC
Sonoma,
Black, 3rd door, step side,
35,000 miles $8,500 Call
767-9026

Homes For Sale

JAMES R. CASH
r,„ '72E AlCTIONEER 8 REAL ESTATE BROKER
FARM,KY- 270-823-8466
TN LIC # 930• TN FIRM # 2281
.floi FANCY

Rti

AKC German Sheppard 14
to 16 weeks old all German line, very nice $350
(731)642-3960

B-3 ZONE

206/208 E. Poplar
Phone # On Signs
450
Farms For Sale
APPROX. 62 Acres with
BR. 1 BA House Barn
mostly
Crop
Land
$142,000 PH (270) 7535693 or (931) 206-3361
Homes For Sale
1 1/2 Story. 5 BR. Frame
House
Gilbert & 3rd
Street
Hazel,
KY
518.000 489-2174, 4892363.
HOUSE & Horse Farm for
-sale Lynnville KY area.
382-2600

DISCOVER THE ALTERNATIVE
Our Offer to You is Great Rates with Maximum Flexibility
*Competitive fixed and adjustable interest rates
'Multiple no money down programs
'No income/no asset verification
programs priced at conventional rates.

4°
4•P

MAKE THINGS EASIER ON YOURSELF CALL OR STOP IN AND ONE
OF OUR FRIENDLY LOAN ORIGINATORS WILL DO THE REST

Global Mortgage Link
11;erry Puckett•Jacquelyn Watson •Patty Butler
753-7407 •III N. 12th St. Suite B
3 bedroom, 2 full bath,
contemporary home, 2 car
garage next to golf course
753-2135

2000 Ford F-150 Extend
Cab 4dr, short bed, V-8,
Auto, 68,xxx miles. Priced
$11,750. 759-1457

3 Bedroom/2 Bath 1600
sq h. on 2 wooded acres.
quiet setting. North of Murray, 10x20 Front Porch.
12x12 deck. 753-4690.
Leave Message
402/404 S 6th Street.
Great rental investment,
recently updated with (2)
living quarters. 753-8181.
753-0589
490
Used Cars

2000 Silverado 2500 ext.
cab. LS. 2WD, power,
cruise. CD. 42,XXX miles.
$21.500 Day 762-6285
96 F250 4X4, Heavy Duty
Truck, 410 gear ratio. C-6
transmission, 351 engine
S5.800 (270) 767-9761
Day or Night

1989 Nissan Sentra High
miles, great campus car.
must sell $750 00
767-9609
2002 Saturn SC2, int text
excellent condition, low
miles, 14K OBO. 4365777
94 Taurus GS,
4-door,3L, 77K
759-0820
95' Mustang
$4.000.00
121,xxx miles.
Excellent Condition.
5-speed, V-6, New tires &
Battery. CD. Power seats
& Windows,
Sharp Car, Great Buy
753-3273.

Vans

2000 Chevy Astro Van
45.xxx miles. 512,500
OBO. 759-4909
"

FOR SALE BY OWNER
BREEDING age,
300-pound mixed gilt
$100 or best offer Call
753-7478 after 4pm
ROLLS Of hay for sale
Call 436-5390
430
Real Estate
COMPLETE AUCTION
SERVICE
Wayne Wilson
Real Estate Broker
270-753-5086
Roger Stubblefield
Auctioneer
270-527-2931,

ALL CARPENTRY
Homes, add on s,
garages
pole barns, decks
vinyl siding
Home & Mobile Home
repair
Water damage
Larry Nimmo
753-9372
753-0353

ALUMINUM Vinyl Siding &
Trim. Reasonable rates,
local labor Honest crews
436-2122

Beautiful Georgian( olonial in Desirable Area of Murray
4600 ski. It living area plus 3-car garage and large walk-in
,torage areas. Dining room, kitchen with eat-in area and
large pantry, living room, family room, study. and large
recreation/exercise room. 5+ bedrooms, 3-1/2 baths.
1615 The 1.ane
Call 753-6752 for appointment

Looking for a bargain? Here it is! Immaculate home
with 2700+ sq. ft. heated and cooled. Central heat &
air (gas & elec.) - lot 96x396 feet 7 fenced backyard
- 10x lb paneled storage shed - lots of large shade
trees - large screened porch - 3 brds - 2 ha. - large its.
ing room - large dining room - craft room - large den.
large lounge-study office - two w/burning fireplaces
with mantles - one antique - A must see - best neighbors in town. You miss this one you'll cry all the waya
bi your little bungalqw. DRIVE BY 513 S.6TH ST..
MURRAY. COME IllrAND TAKE A LOOK REA P,TORS WELCOME:170-7534447

1993 30 ft Prowler. sleeps
6, 55,90000.(270) 5276918 after 500 p.m
530
Services Offered
A
affordable
hauling
cleaning out garages, attics gutters, junk, tree
work 436-5141
A-1 AFFORDABLE HAULING cleaning out sheds,
gutters. iunk, tree work
Tractor work. landscaping,
Riati1141_11CLAW2:28.52.____
A-1 Tree Service
Stump Removal
492-8737,
437-3044
Free Estimates
AAA CUSTOM BUILT
Decks, Home Additions.
Remodeling. Vinyl Siding.
Garages. Pole Barns, Metal Buildings, Fencing
Quality Workmanship
Licensed
753-7860 753-1194
AAA ELECTRICAL
All Types'
New services/ remodeling
35 Years Experience
all types of carpentry
work,
including decks
Anytime (270)436-6400
AFFORDABLE Mower repair, tillers, go carts. etc
Specials
Tuneup
Pickup/delivery 436-2867
AFFORDABLE Window
Treatments. Cushions, Pillows, Home Decor items
Also offenng custom made
clothing and monogramming Sewing by Steven
753-6361
WALTERS
CONTRACTING
DECKS, Roofing, Vinyl
Siding. Addition. and Remodeling Quality Work
Over 30 Years Experience Gerald Walters
2592

Wiggins Furniture
2 miles North of Murray on 641 4-Lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)
Open Mon.-Fri. 9-5 • Sat 9-4
Cash Visa. Mastercard. also 12-23-36 month financing

Free Delivery - 270-753-4566
Wiggins Furniture Since 1958
Where Quality Doesn't Carry A High Price

630
Services Offered

ALTERNATOR & Starter
Repairs. Corner of 94E/Industrial Rd. 339-9358.

Near Paris, Tennessee
From The West Side Of Paris,TN. At The Intersection Of Hwy
69 & Hwy 54 At The Co-Op Farm Store,Take Hwy 54 West 1.8
Miles To Old Dresden Hwy, Proceed Northwest 1i2 Mile!!
TFIACTORS:JD 7600 Power Quad, Cab & Air, 3783 Hrs. 20 842R1 DlS. 2 Remotes, Air Ride Seat, 10 Frt Wts. SN H008016 •
JD 7200 Power Quad,Cab & Air, 4860 Hrs,20 8-38R1 Rubber. 2
Remotes. Air Ride Seal, SN H002884 Offered Separate & With
ML 1000 0 Attach Loader COMBINE-HEADS-ETC:JD 7720
w/FIr Ast,Like New 24 5-32 Rubber, Chopper, Low Hrs, SN
X559194 • JD 643 Oil Bath Lo Profile Cornhead • JD 220 Flex
PlatformiNew Poly Shields Reel Fingers • Eze-Trail 672 Header
Trailer FIELD EQUIP JD 576 Round Baler w!Coveredge Net
Wrap. MegaWide Hyd Pickup. Monitor. Used 2 Seasons • NH
855 Round Baler • NH 1431 Disc Bine, 13 Cut Center Pivot
Hitch • NH 411 Disc Bine, 10' Cut • NI 5407 Disc Mower • Krone
KWT 8 Spool 3 Pt Hyd Fold 34' Hay Tedder "Same As New • JD
704 Pull 12 Wheel Hyd Fold Wheel Rake • NH 256 Rake • Heavy
Duty Round Bale 4 Wheel Hay Wagon wAircraft Tires • JD 7240
MaxEmerge2 Vacumeter 11 Unit Planter • AC 333 No Till 11 Unit
Planter • JD 8200 Double Disc 21 Hole Grain Drill &Small Seed
Attach • JD 630 Disc, 22'. 9" Spacing w/Harrow • IH 496 Disc
25. 9" Spacing •JD 335 Disc. .18' • Brillion 25' Hyd Fold
Cultimulcher • W&A 18' Hyd Fold Do All • Killbros 475 Grain Cart
seWeight Scale • Westfield 10" & 8" Transport 61' Swing Augers
• 7' Box Blade • 5000 Gal Poly 8'x14' Tank • 10.000 Gal Fuel
Tank wFump • 500 Gal Fuel Tank • Probe Hay Tester • Aqua
Blast 9 HP Pressure Washer • Farm Misc TRUCKS AND
TRAILERS: 89 Int 8300 Conventional Road Tractor. Cummins
Eng,9 Spd,Twin Scresv.22 5 Rubber • '89 Freightliner
Conventional Tr' Axle Grain Truck, 425 Eng. 13 Spd Twin Screw,
22' Wheeler Bed & Hoist, 72" Sides, Swing Hinge Tail Gates.
Roll Tarp • Arrow 38' Hopper Btm Grain Trailer • Hobbs 28' Steel
Dump Trailer • Daco 48' Drop Deck Trailer wAlumRamps •
8'x20' Bumper Hitch Flat Trailer .
For Info Contact Mr. Ben Schrock At
731 -571 -1120,Cell Or 731-644-2593, Home
This Will Be An Open Sale For Farm Machinery Consignments'
Reps Will Be On The Farm Friday. March 14th For Check-In!
Come Prepared To Find More Than Advertised!
iCeliWLFTE SETTLEMENT DAT OF SALE - MIME BANK LETTERS A MUST!'

753-3853

IQ9"

1983 Chevy Blazer, 4WD,
Full-size. New Trans. New Mtr $2000 OBO 4362173

Santa's-clay, Anzarcti 1 Stet, 2003
At 10:00 A.M. Regardless Of Weather
MM. ALCM .Scfsirtrocit

Neon Beach
Mini-Storaye

EASTSIDE

Used Trucks

.7dialliTirdEFerefiff#117,':
( iF.AirtNt A.mc-ricorq )

AKC German Sheppard
CREEKVIEW STORAGEmale 2 1/2 years old, black
$20-540 On Center Drive
& tan. Great for protection'
Behind,Tom's Grille
$350.(731)642-3960
759-4081
AKC Registered Saint Bernard puppies, will be 6
CREEKVIEW STORAGEweeks old 03-27-2003
S20-$40 On Center Drive
$300.00 each. 759-2484.
Behind Tom's Grille
CKC Registered Pomena759-4081
man Puppies 3 males
MURRAY Store and Lock S275 00 each (270)474presently has units availa- 2743 ask for Jamie
ble 753-2905 or 753DOG Obedience
7536
Master Trainer
436-2858
MINIATURE Pinchers. 7
weeks old. Champion
Bloodline (731) 584-1023
PEG'S Dog Grooming
,
I/1. NIT,
.
M-F 753-2915
k% II WI f

PREMIER MINISTORAGE
•Inside climate control
storage
*Security alarmed
'Safe & clean
'We sell boxes'
•We rent U-Hauls
•Heated Boat &
RV Storage
753-9600

4*-1

460

PUBLIC AUCTION

Call For Brochure - avartwjamesreasli.cont
FOR Rent in Hardin, 3
bedroom brick house, 2
bath, fully carpeted, large
380
440
yard. gas heat. rent $375.
Pets & Supplies
Lots For Sale
month plus deposit Call
731-885-0436 for an appointment to see Available AKC German Sheppard
TWO LOTS
Guard dog Black & Red,
March 8
Proven
stud
$350
FOR SALE
HAZEL 2br
. month (731)642-3960

$$ Rented $$

ECKIAL 1404/S.00
Or,OR I)PS IT V

ree Service
270-753-2555
800-611-6854
Luke Lamb=

BACKHOE & TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
Septic system. gravel,
white rock
436-2113
BRANDON'S Outdoor
Services.
LawrrMulch•Shrubs
*Bush Hogging-Tilling
(270)436-5277
CARPORTS Starting at
$675 installed Roy Hill
(2701436-2113
CONCRETE Work
Driveways, Sidewalks.
Patios. ect
759-3229
CUSTOM Tractor Work
Tilling- Blade WorkBushhogging
Free Estimates
Gerald L Carroll, Owner
Phone 270-492-6159
Cell 270-293-0163
FUTRELL'S Tree Service
Trimming, removal, stump
grinding, firewood Insured 489-2839
HANDYMAN Carpenter
All types
Call (270) 519-8570(cell)
753-5848
Donald Simmons
HAULING
Cleaning out garages
sheds, carport atics
and storage
753-2555
Luke Lamb
JOHNNY WILLIAMS
PAINTING
*For all residential and
small commercial
painting needs
'Interior & Exterior
'Custom spraying for
lawn/patio furniture
Louver doors / shutters
•No lob too small
•Free estimates
Please call 753-8858
LAWNS mowed
Call 489-2989
REFLECTIONS
Window Cleaning
For all your Cleaning
needs
Siding, Decks, Gutters
and more
753-9682
SHUPE Nurseries
Landscaping & Design
service
Sedalia. KY
(270) 328-8488
SPRING is almost here,
I will mow and trim your
lawn Give me a call at
753-2762
SUREWAY
TREE SERVICE
Stump Removal
Insured with full line of
equipment
Free estimates
753-5484
WANTED
Yards to Mow
All Yards will be Pushed
Mowed
If interested Call
753-8101
Rabbits for sale

CERAMIC TILE •COMP TILE • VINYL•HARDWOOD •CARPE T

Do the OWNERS where you buy your
new flooring personally install for you?
•
0

0

WE DO!..,374 3-7E728
Visit Our Showroom Today

8
0
•
'
`
,W)
wel South ot Mum lo Tom Teytir sroa moo Immo.
5CERAMiC
TILE •COmp TILE •
L • HARP:100D • C ARPE T

—4

&ewe Atte*
WATERPROOFING
& SEPTIC SYSTEMS
• Basement, Jnil tr.mIspat:e Dek+atering
•Roof Drain.. DO er.ion.. and Rip Rap Installed
•Septic Sy stems & Sestet Lines Installed A: Repaired

(270)759-1515
/

/, I. I \

Sr

BARROW'S
Lawn & Landscaping
Landscape installation & Maintenance
lawn Mowing•Sodding
- Service Contracts Available oomph h' l,isl.s aiie. ,t, ia,in at,
Phone

759-8705
836-7389

Cell Phone

Owner: London Borrow

4

LOTS FOR SALE
Starting at 512.500
Price includes water. septic &
driveway. Also land home packages

270-437-4838

AHART & CULVER
SEPTIC INSTALLATION
and gravel
437-4838 or
270 559-4986

Also top soil

TOM ( ITAINCE
GENERAL
767-9036

CONTRACTING
994-0388

Custom Remodeling, Additions,
Restorations, Ceramic Tile,
Custom Bathrooms, Hardwood Floors,
All Types of Roofing and Skylights
Quality References Available
000,
....011111•1111111111111111k...

SALE

tt,

GOODIES

ST. JUDE
CHILDREN'S
HOSPITAL
YARD SALE

Need help
Promoting your
Business?

March 13-15
Belew's Drive-In
Aurora, Ky.

Call us we will be
glad to help.

Donations welcome
Time to clean out the
garage or storage
For info call
Terry 354-9959

Murray Ledger & TOMS

270-753-1916

Today We're Celebrating...

ANYTHING!
Birthdays, Aniersanes,
Congratulations or just because.
Any reason is good enough to
find its way into the Classifieds'
greeting and happy ads.
Call 753-1916for more information and
ask for Tammy Stom or Jill Stephens.

The Murray Ledger & Times

CLASSIFIEDS
1001 Whitnell Ave. • Murray, KY
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DR. GOTT

DEAR ABBY

By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR. GOTT. You have recommended taking Benadryl as a sleep
aid. According to published reports, it
should not be used because it can
cause sedation and difficulty operating a motor vehicle. What gives? •
DEAR READER: What gives is that
you need to review the issue.
Diphenhydramine (generic Benadryl)
is an antihistamine. One of its major
side effects is sedation and sleepiness. This makes it an ideal first-step
therapy for insomnia. Neither I nor
any health-care professional would
recommend this drug for daytime use,
despite manufacturer's claims that, at
low doses, the medicine is safe for
such use.
The fact that Benadryl causes sedation is precisely the reason that I recommend it as therapy for insomnia.
Fifty to 100 milligrams at bedtime
should result in a restful sleep. But I
discourage patients from using
Benadryl during awake hours. There
are more appropriate antihistamines
for this purpose, including (non-prescription) Actifed and Dimetapp, and
(prescription) medications, such as
Clarinex, Allegra and Zyrtec.
To give you related information, I
am sending you a copy of my Health
Report "Consumer Tips on Medicine."
Other readers who would like a copy
should send a long, self-addressed,
stamped envelope and $2 to
Newsletter, P.O. Box 167, Wickliffe,
OH 44092. Be sure to mention the title.
DEAR DR. GOTT: Last November,
because of headaches and memory
loss, my neurologist ordered an MRI
of my brain. The test came back
abnormal, so he followed up with a
spinal tap, which was fortunately all
right. A repeat MRI in June was
abnormal. I was told to wait six
months and see him in December. I

DEAR ABBY: Your readers
often express concerns about
America's health-care system.
However, one problem doesn't get
enough attention: More than 41
million Americana are without
health insurance. This includes
more than 8 million children. In
March, hundreds of national organizations will work together to
spotlight this problem.
The uninsured pay a high price
for not having health coverage. They
often live with prolonged illness and
skip lifesaving medical screenings.
Their children do not get adequate
medical care.
Please urge your readers to join
me during "Cover the Uninsured
Week," March 10-16, 2003. During
this time, a series of national and
local activities to increase discussion
of the issue will be featured.
To learn more about this, to find
resources to help the uninsured and
discover simple ways to get involved,
visit: www.covertheuninsured.org.
Abby, thank you for informing
your readers about this unprecedented awareness campaign.
R1SA LAVIZZO-MOUREY, M.D.,
PRESIDENT,THE ROBERT
WOOD JOHNSON FOUNDATION

confess that 1 have yet to make an
appointment. Should I get a second
opinion?
DEAR READER: That decision
rests on the reason why your MRI has
been interpreted as abnormal.
Magnetic resonance imaging is a
sophisticated test that enables doctors to obtain pictures of soft tissue —
in your case, the brain. If you are 25
and have had repeated head trauma
from sports such as hockey, 1 would
definitely urge you to have a neurological re-evaluation because an abnormal MRI could reflect brain bruising
(or bleeding) that must be addressed.
On the other hand, if you are 85
years old and in good health, the scan
may well have shown loss of the
brain's white matter — sometimes
termed "shrinking brain" — that is
common in the elderly. Therefore,
without knowing your age, state of
health and the specific brain abnorDEAR DR.LA'VIZZO-MOUREY:
mality. I am unable to answer your
You're welcome. I am pleased
question regarding a second opinion.
The safest approach, it seems to to promote your awareness camhope that concerned
me, would be to follow up with your paign in the
neurologist, as he recommended. In readers will get involved. It's a
as
this manner, you will benefit from disgrace that in a country
consistency and the advice of a spe- wealthy and powerful as ours,
cialist who is familiar with you and millions of people are without
with whatever neurological affliction access to medical care.
*5*
you have. If your current neurologist
needs help. he can request a consultaDEAR ABBY: Please settle an
tion with a colleague.
ongoing debate between me and a
friend: When is the appropriate time
Copyngta2003, Newspaper Enterprise Assn_
to end conversations at the movie
theater? Should they end when the
lights go down and the screen lights
up, or is it OK to talk through the
previews until the feature begins?
MOVIE-MANNERS SEEKER

MURRAY
APPLIANCE

"Your Authorized GE Showcase Dealer"
We Service All Major Appliances

753-1586
212 East Nlain St.• Murray. KS

1Z)Ak.I I_Yr
L_

DEAR MOVIE-MANNERS
SEEKER: Conversation should
cease when the lights go down
and the previews begin. (Sometimes they are better than the
full-length movies.) Silence is
considered a sign of respect for
those seated around you and
will be appreciated.
P.S. Cell phones and pagers
should also be turned off.

WI

NI COI 1E_

Air 11-1
WOULD 40U
LUCE TO
COME a ,
IRVIN&

SHE NEEDS A C7REETINCT

NEEDS HER LEASH

WHAT'S HE TAL1(INC7
ABOUT "'r
iEjR,
BEEN HAPPIER'

SHE NEEDS A SNACK!

LOOKING BACK
10 years ago
Published is a picture of Ron
Hopkins from South Central Bell
working on the computer system for
the new E-911 system being installed at the Murray Police Department. The photo was by Staff Photographer Stacey Crook.
In the Fourth District High
School Basketball Tournament,
Calloway Lady Lakers lost to Mayfield Cardinals and Marshall Marshals lost to Mayfield Cardinals.
Mr. and Mrs. Tolbert Story will
be married 50 years March 11.
Births reported include a boy to
Sondra and John Maness and a boy
to Lisa and Michael Hall, March 4.
20 years ago
Graham Feltner and Ella Van
Tidwell were appointed as members
of the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital Board by the Calloway
County Fiscal Court.
In the First Regional High
School Basketball Tournament,
played at Marshall County High
School, Calloway Lakers won 58 to
46 over Hickman County Falcons
and Carlisle County Comets won
over Murray Tigers 47 to 46. High
team scorers were Craig Darnell for
Lakers, Knox for Hickman, David
McCuiston for Murray and John
Tyler for Carlisle.
30 years ago
Murray Board of Education approved the purchase of a house and
lot to enlarge the playground facilities at Carter Elementary School.
The purchase was for a house on a
lot, 70 x 200 feet, owned by Jacqueline Rushing.
The Rev. Jerry Hendley has as-

DEAR ABBY: After reading the
letters about doctors who dislike
being asked medical questions in
social settings, I had to write.
Anytimuou include a job
as doctor or lawyer
description
with your name, you can expect
questions regarding your profession.
It happens to everyone.
Sppaking as a real estate investment adviser, I can assure you that
even doctors try to get free advice.
The same thing happens to accountants, carpenters, painters, police
personnel, nurses and just about
everybody else.
It should come as a surprise to
no one. It is called conversation.
HAPPY TALK
IN WINNETKA,ILL.
DEAR HAPPY TALK: You're
right. Many people ask questions
as a way of showing interest and
starting conversations. It happens to advice columnists, too.
Read on:
DEAR ABBY: After reading
about doctors getting asked for free
advice, 1 would like to offer my
father's response when asked what
he did for a living.
He would say, "I follow the
medical profession."
"Oh, you're a doctor?"
"No, I'm a mortician."
At that point the questioners
usually changed the subject.
'RUTH STRAND,
RANCHO MIRAGE,CALIF.
DEAR RUTH: Too bad. Death
is the one thing we will all have
in common.
*#

CONTRACT BRIDGE
shown. South's two-diamond openNorth dealer.
ing showed a powerful hand, and
Both sides vulnerable.
North's heart responses were
NORTH
attempts to get South to bid spades.
•J 9 5 3 2
4
After the second attempt, South
•K 5
accepted the transfer and became
declarer at four spades.
+10732
West led a heart to South's jack,
EAST
WEST
+86
and declarer, Thorlakur Jonsson,
•A Q 7
V 10 7
immediately played the king of
V8 5 3 2
•Q 8 7 6 4 3 trumps. West won and returned a low
•10 9
trump to South's ten, after which
4Q 9 4
4A 8 6 5
Jonsson had an easy path to 10 tricks.
SOUTH
He ran his hearts until West trumped
4K 104
in, and his only other loser was the
VAKQJ 96
•A 2
ace of clubs.
At the other table, the Polish
4.K J
South wound up in four hearts, and
The bidding:
West led the diamond ten. Declarer
South
West
North
East
Pass
won with the ace and played four
2•
Pass
Pass
Pass
rounds of trumps, on which he unac2 IP
2 NT
Pass
Pass
countably discarded two of dummy's
3V
3+
Pass
4.
spades.
The spade ten was then led to
Opening lead — two of hearts.
West's queen, and his diamond
The 1991 World Open Team
return was taken by dummy's king.
Championship produced a major surDeclarer ruffed a diamond and led
prise when Iceland, not one of the
pre-tournament favorites, won the the spade king, but because of
South's earlier spade discards from
tale in a field of 16 star-studded
teams. On the way to victory, the Ice- dummy, West, Om Arnthorsson, was
able to present declarer with a problanders topped their eight-team
group in the qualifying segment and
lem.
After taking the spade king with
then ousted the United States and
Sweden in the quarterfinals and
the ace, Arnthorsson exited with a
semifinals, respectively, before spade to dummy's jack. With dummy
defeating Poland handily in the 160- now comprised of only the 10-7-3 of
deal final.
clubs, declarer had to lead a club
toward his K-J. When he rnisguessed
This deal from the final produced
a big gam for the winners. When an by playing the king, the defenders
scored two club tricks for a one-trick
Icelandic pair held the North-South
cards, they reached four spades as set and a gain of 12 IMPs.
Tomorrow: Help wanted

CROSSWORDS

sumed the pastorate of First Assem
bly of God Church, South 16th
Street and Glendale Road.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Artie Petway, March
3; a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Charles N.
Smotherman and a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. William Victor Howard,
March 4.
40 years ago
Dr. and Mrs. Hugh M. McElrath
of Murray died March 8 from injuries sustained in a two-car accident
on U.S. Highway 41A near Clarksville, Tenn. They were enroute to
Nashville, Tenn., to visit their son,
William McElrath.
Martin Wells, Mozelle Philips
and William H. McDougal, all patrolmen for the Murray Police Department, are graduates of the Ken:
lucky State Police Academy. They
were among 23 other men from
throughout the state.
Recent births reported at Murray
Hospital include a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Thomas Read and a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. William Eldridge.
50 years ago
The bid of Hal Perry, general
contractor of Benton, has been accepted for completion of the new
building at Murray High School by
the Murray Board of Education.
The•Girl Scouts of Murray will
join with 1,000,000 sister scouts
throughout the nation in an annual
celebration of the Girl Scout Birthday on March 12, according to Mrs.
E.S. Ferguson, commissioner of
Murray Girl Scouts.
Bettie Jo Cochran and Hurshel
Burton were married Feb. 14 in
Corinth.

TODAY IN HISTORY
By The Associated Press
Today is Monday, March 10, the
69th day of 2003. There are 296
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On March 10, 1876, the first successful voice transmission over Alexander Graham Bell's telephone
took place in Boston as his assista •
heard Bell say, "Mr. Watson, co •
here. I want you."
On this date:
In 1864, Ulysses S. Grant became commander of the Union armies in the Civil War.
In 1880, the Salvation Army arrived in the United States from England.
In 1969, James Earl Ray pleaded
guilty in Memphis. Tenn., to the assassination of Martin Luther King
Jr. .(Ray later repudiated that plea,
maintaining his innocence until his
death.)
In 1980, "Scarsdale Diet" author
Dr. Herman Tarnower was shot to
death in Purchase, N.Y. (Jean Harris, convicted of murder, served
nearly 12 years in prison before being released in January 1993.)
One year ago: Israeli helicopters
destroyed Palestinian leader Yasser
Arafat's office in Gaza City, hours
after eleven Israelis were killed in a
suicide bombing in a cafe across the
street from Prime Minister Aridl
Sharon's residence in Jerusalem.
Russell Crowe won best actor honors at the Screen Actors Guild
awards for "A Beautiful Mind"
while Halle Berry won best actress
for "Monster's Ball." Actress Irene
Worth died in New York at age 85.
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34 — Kippur
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Harrick accused
of grade changes

L-04:40r)44'.
.7
I I. Lb I

EN FUEGO ... The Hotshots won the Murray Little League
third- and fourth-grade girls' basketball regular-season
and tournament championships, posting a 7-1 record during the regular season. Team members are (front row,
from left) Casey Dowty, Karlee Wilson, Chelsea Hill, Whitney Herndon, (back row) coach Karen Stolt, Elizabeth
Dawson, Kristyn McCalister, Cammie Jo Bolin and Paige
Van Pelt.

Selig sorts out issues
SCOTTSDALE, Ariz. (AP) Bud Selig is in no hurry to decide
whether to reinstate Pete. Rose not while the baseball commissioner
is enjoying his most relaxing spring
in years.
"This is not
a popularity contest or anything,"
Selig said. "In
the end, I'll have
to do what I
think is right."
During a stop
at the San Francisco
Giants'
spring training
Selig
home Sunday,
Selig touched on a number of topics, including future All-Star game
sites and the slim possibility that
the regular-season opener in Japan
could be canceled if the United
States goes to war.
When asked about the Rose saga,
the commissioner was characteristically noncommittal. He didn't
say whether baseball will meet
with the banned career hits leader
or his representatives before spring
training ends. He feels no pressure to reach a decision before opening day.
"We're very deliberate, very cautious," Selig said. "I know there's
strong feelings on both sides.
There's nothing new. I'm waiting
for the results of the various investigations that are going on."
Rose agreed to a permanent
ban in August 1989 following an
investigation of his gambling. While
baseball investigator John Dowd
detailed 412 baseball wagers in
1987, including 52 on Cincinnati
to win, Rose has repeatedly denied
he bet on baseball.

Sheffield
powers
Braves
JUPITER, Fla. (AP) - Gary
Sheffield hit two home runs to
read the Atlanta Braves over the
St. Louis Cardinals 6-1 Sunday.
Darren Bragg, who played for
the Cardinals in 1999, doubled
home two runs in the Braves'
three-run sixth. Third baseman
Mike Hessman hit a solo homer
for ,Atlanta's final run in the ninth.
Sheffield hit both homers to
left field off Garrett Stephenson.
"He hung two changeups• and
the guy
two home runs," St..
Louis manager Tony La Russa
"Sheffield is a superstar."
: Pinch-hitter Eduardo Perez doubled home Tino Martinez with the
Cardinals' only run in the fifth.
Albert Pujols extended his hitting
streak to 10 games with a twoout double in the sixth.
Making his third start of the
spring. Stephenson became the
first St. Louis pitcher to go five
Innings. He .gave up ottly one
other hit and struck out two.
• "I can't pitch _any better than
that," Stephenson said after an
Efficient performance. "For Mefirst time, 1 felt like I was real- .

---thActiiiig-.-Everrttay
in progress."

Baseball officials have said Rose
must admit he bet on baseball if
he is to gain reinstatement. As
long as he is banned, he is ineligible for the Hall of Fame ballot.
"I don't feel pressure from anybody," Selig said.

COLUMBIA, S.C. (AP)
Embattled Georgia coach Jim Hatrick refused to talk Sunday about
allegations made by a former
employee at Rhode Island that he
had grades changed and arranged
for boosters to pay players while
he was coach of the Rams.
The latest accusations against
Harrick come from a December
deposition in a sexual harassment
suit field by Christine King, who
worked for him in 1997 and 1998,
according to The Providence (R.I.)
Journal.
"We have put this behind us.
We are focusing on nothing but
basketball," Harrick said after his
25th-ranked Bulldogs beat South
Carolina 60-55 in overtime on
Sunday. "We forgot the past, we're
thinking about the future. Today
is the first day of the rest of our
lives."
Former Georgia player Tony
Cole has accused Harrick's program of giving extra benefits to
him and helping him commit academic improprieties. The school and
the NCAA are investigating. Jim
Harrick Jr.. an assistant to his
father at both schools, has been
suspended by Georgia and told his
contract will not be renewed.
The allegations are similar to
ones that arose in King's deposition at Rhode Island, where Harrick coached from 1997 to 1999,

SCOREBOAR,15
,.cl By:

The Insurance Center
of Murray
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David King

901 Sycamore

753-8355

NATIONAL BASKETBALL ASSOCIATION

Jim Harrick
In her sworn statement. King
accuses Harrick of successfully
lobbying to have grades changed
for Luther Clay and Lamar Odom.
who currently plays for the Los
Angeles Clippers.
King also said Harrick arranged
for players to get cars, housing
and money from Rhode Island
boosters.
Team managers wrote term
papers for several players that King
would type up, according to the
deposition.
Rhode Island paid King $45,000
in exchange for her dropping her
lawsuit. The school also admitted
no guilt.
The school began investigating
the allegations last month.

EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
Pct. GB
New Jersey
39 25
609
Philadelphia
36 26
581
2
Boston
36 27
571
25
Orlando
33 31
516
6
Washington
30 33
476 85
New York
28 35
444 10 5
Miami
20 42
323 18
Central Division
Pct. GB
W _
D
I nedtiraonia
t
39 23
629
15
38 25
603
New
md Orleans36 28
563
4
31
508
75
Atlanta
381 155
32
24 39
1
Chicago
4
420
2
210
2
1 5
344 18
2
Toronto
333 18
Cleveland
175 28 5
Saturday's Games
Toronto 107, Atlanta 98
Memphis 115 Cleveland 89
Denver 98, Miami 92
Dallas 101. Utah 77
Houston 83, New Jersey 71
L.A Clippers 103, Chicago 97
Milwaukee 138, Golden State 133, OT
Portland 94, Indiana 80
Sundays Games
New York 97, Washington 96
L.A. Lakers 106, Philadelphia 92
San Antonio 94, Boston 78
Orlando 111, Denver 98
Memphis 119, Toronto 106
Detroit 107, Golden State 105
New Jersey 102, New Orleans 92
Minnesota 105, Phoenix 98
Sacramento 107, Indiana 88

WESTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest Division
W
L
Pct.
Dallas
48 14
774
San Antonio
43 18
705
Minnesota
41 24
631
Utah
35 27
565
Houston
32 30
516
Memphis
21 41
339
Denver
13 51
203
Pacific Division
W
Pct.
L
Sacramento
45 19
703
Portland
40 22
645
LA Lakers
35 26
574
Phoenix
33 29
532
Golden State
30 33
476
Seattle
28 33
459
L A Clippers
20 42
323

GS
45
85
13
16
27
36
GB
4
85
11
14 5
155
24

Today's Games
Utah at Miami. 6 30 pm
L A Clippers at Atlanta. 6 30 I) rn
Minnesota at Dallas. 7 30 p m
Tuesday's Games
Miami at Cleveland, 6 p m
Orlando at Washington, 6 p m
New Orleans at Indiana. 6 p m
Memphis at New York, 630 pm
San Antonio at Milwaukee, 7 p m
L.A. Lakers at Chicago. 7 30 p m
Toronto at Denver. 8 p m
Portland at Seattle. 9 pm
Phoenix at Golden State, 930 p m

It's Starting to Heat Up &So are the DEALS
at Peppers Chrysler Dodge & Jeep!
11

MSRP $15,815
SALE PRICE

11,989

CC3187

MSRP $22,335
SALE PRICE

2003 Dodge Neon SXT
Auto, A/C, P/W, P/L, Tilt/Cruise,
AM/FM/CD, Keyless Entry, Alum. Wheels.

2003 Jeep Liberty LTD

$19,986*

PS/PB, A/C, P/W, P/L, Tilt/Cruise,
AM/FM/CD, Alum. Wheels, V-6, Auto.

MSRP $19,005
SALE PRICE

11

MSRP $19,040
SALE PRICE

$14,989*
,
YEAR/ ,7 000 tiltt

CT3151

-

'-remme Q

$14,989*

te _ • iftwris.

2003 Dodge 1500 ST

2003 Chrysler PT Cruiser

V-6, 5 Speed, A/C, PS/PB, AM/FM/
Cassette, 40/20/40 Cloth Seat.

PS/PB, A/C, P/W, P/L, Tilt/Cruise,
Auto., AM/FM/CD, P. Mirrors, Keyless
Entry.

Free** Oil
Changes for a Full
3 years/36,000
Miles

MSRP $22,825
SALE PRICE

I.

I.

$17,995*
CC3052

2003 Dodge Intrepid SE

MSRP $20,550
SALE PRICE

$15,995* 4

CC3008

2003 Dodge Stratus SXT Coupe 4
Auto., A/C, P/W, Tilt/Cruise, AM/FM/
CD Changer, Alum. Wheels, Spoiler,
Keyless Entry.

V-6 Auto., A/C, P/W, P/L, Tilt/Cruise,
AM/FM/CD, Keyless Entry, P. Seats.

S

11
MSRP $22,010
SALE PRICE

'16,995*

11

MSRP $16,970, SALE PRICE

12,989

CT3079

CT3033

2003 Dodge Caravan SE

2003 Dodge Dakota SXT

3.3 L. V-6, Auto., A/C, Tilt/Cruise, 7
Passenger Seating, Rear Defroster.

V-6, 5 Sp., A/C, PS/PB, Tilt Wheel,
AM/FM/CD, Cloth Seats, Carpet,
Tire/Handling Group.

MSRP $18,370, SALE PRICE

11

14,989

41

CC3037

2003 Dodge Stratus SXT

41

4 Door, Auto., A/C, P/W, P/L, Tilt/Cruise,
AM/FM/CD, Keyless Entry, Alum. Wheels

11

4b.
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Kentucky Basketball

Smith hearing cheers for
Wildcats' perfect SEC run
By CHRIS DUNCAN
AP Sports Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP) — In
thefinal minutes of a rout in
the home finale. Kentucky's fans
launched into what suddenly has
become a familiar refrain at Rupp
Arena: "TUB-BEE! TUB-BEE!
TUB-BEE!"
Wildcats coach Tubby Smith
tried hard to conceal a wry smile
during that 62-point victory over
Vanderbilt last week, but he couldn't -- not when the crowd finally was chanting his name in adulation. The oft-embattled coach
had won 'em over.
Funny what a perfect Southeastern Conference season can
do.
The Wildcats capped their 16for-16 run through the toughest
league in the country by winning at Florida 69-67 Saturday.
As tight as that one was, Kentucky made its SEC dominance
look downright easy, winning
those 16 games by an average
of 16 points.
"That puts a real asterisk, a
real stamp on this team," Smith
said. "Future Kentucky teams will
measure themselves against what
this team accomplished."
Maybe Kentucky's fans will
lighten up and appreciate their
coach a bit more, laying to rest
all of those unfavorable comparisons to predecessor Rick Pitino.
When Smith won the 1998
NCAA championship in his first
season after Pitino's departure for
the NBA's Boston Celtics, critics said he did it with Pitino's
players.
Now Smith has matched another of Pitino's more impressive
accomplishments at Kentucky —
an undefeated trip through the SEC
regular season. Pitino did it in
1995-96, and that team went on
to win the NCAA championship.
"With the way the road is in
college basketball, it's such an
incredible thing to do," said Pitino, now coaching Louisville. "It's
a tribute to the outstanding job
of Tubby and his staff that they've
been able to put all of the ingredients together to do it."

were picked to finish in the middle of the loaded SEC. Four
league rivals — Florida, Alabama, Mississippi State and Georgia — were ranked ahead of No.
17 Kentucky in the first Top 25.
Soon after conference action
started, the Wildcats turned the
highly anticipated race into a
runaway.
Kentucky trailed Vanderbilt by
eight at halftime on Jan. 14, then
smothered the Commodores with
defense in the second half and
won by 22 after a pivotal locker-room tongue-lashing from
Smith.
The Wildcats haven't trailed
at halftime since — 13 straight
games — and have faced a second-half deficit only twice, the
last time by three in a 74-66
win at Georgia on March 2. "All great teams do everything well. Their defense, rebounding and running is top of the
mark. And then they come down
and really share the ball at the
offensive end," Georgia coach
Jim Harrick said. "They're a complete package."
Kentucky finished the SEC
regular season leading the league
in six categories, including scoring defense (59 points per game)
and field-goal percentage (48 percent).
The Gators came the closest
to beating Kentucky — but they
also earlier were one of seven
league teams to lose by doubledigits at Rupp Arena. Kentucky
forced 19 turnovers in a 70-55
victory over then-No. 1 Florida
on Feb. 4.
"Collectively, as a team, they're
File Photo
MAN OF THE TOWN ... Head coach Tubby Smith is the best defensive team in the
receiving high praise from UK ians for leading the Wild- country," Florida coach Billy
Donovan said. "When you talk
cats to an undefeated SEC season.
about playing this team, it's not
Pitino's Cardinals were the last players in your senior class, you one thing you have to do. There
have to have a great defensive are like five or six things you've
team to beat Kentucky.
But Pitino said the Wildcats' system, you have to have depth, got to do to put yourself in a
run since that 81-63 loss Dec. you have to be mentally tough," position to win."
28 — an overall winning streak Pitino said.
And that will be a tough task
"You have to have all the for any team that faces Kentucky
that now numbers 20 games —
proves what a complete team ingredients that make a great bas- in the NCAA Tournament.
ketball team, and, certainly. Kenthey have become.
"For us to go through this
season undefeated is just beyond
"You have to have senior lead- tucky has them."
In the preseason, the Wildcats my wildest dreams," Smith said.
ership. you have to have great

Labonte wins again in Atlanta
HAMPTON. Ga. (AP) — New
car, new crew chief. and finally,
a familiar result for Bobby Labonte.
Driving a Chevrolet for the first
time at Atlanta Motor Speedway,
and with Michael "Fatback"
McSwain standing on the tool box,
Labonte bumped his way past Jeff
Gordon with 11 laps left to win
the Bass Pro Shops MBNA 500
on Sunday.
It was Labonte's sixth victory
in his last 14 starts at Atlanta —
the seventh overall for Joe Gibbs
Racing — and came after his worst
season since joining the team in
1995.
"We know this isn't going to
happen all the time, but I'm sure
glad it happened this soon in the
year." Labonte said.
Dale Earnhardt Jr. trailed the
top two across the line, with Matt

Kenseth and defending race champ laid back," McSwain said. "I think
Tony Stewart rounding out the top most of you have seen the commercial with the little devil sitfive.
Labonte, the 2000 Winston Cup ting on somebody's shoulder.
"Well, that's me in his ear
champion, had only one victory
last year and finished 16th in the going, 'This is your race if you
standings, all while teammate Stew- want it. Don't take nothing off
these young kids.—
art was winning the title.
With 44 laps left, Labonte easThis season, the team ditched
Pontiac and went with Chevrolet. ily passed Gordon for the lead
McSwain, a burly man who's rarely and was pulling away when two
without a dip of chewing tobac- late cautions bunched tile field.
co under his bottom lip, took over Gordon snookered Labonte a bit
for Jimmy Makar, who was pro- on the final restart with 11 to go,
pulling his Chevrolet to the outmoted to general manager.
The new combination jelled last side of L,abonte's as the pair raced
week at Las Vegas, with Labonte under the green flag.
Gordon, who started 30th, comwinning the pole and finishing
fourth. He dominated Sunday's pleted the pass in Turn 2, with
race after starting fourth and led Labonte right on his bumper.
"He got by me," Labonte said.
nine times for 172 laps.
"He is pretty calm and he is "He was always getting me on a
pretty conservative and kind of restart."

HERRYL CREEKMORE/AP Photo

NASCAR driver
I WIN!
sprays chamLabonte
Bobby
pagne in victory lane after
winning the NASCAR Bass
Pro Shops 500 at Atlanta
Motor Speedway Sunday.

'Breds claim
weekend series
Staff

Craig Ringwald (2-1) got the
Report
win, allowing one unearned
pitching
limes
&
Ledger
Murray
A 10-run, eight-hit third inning run on four hits, striking out seven
in which 15'Murray State batters and walking one in five innings.
For Wright State, Bryan Vickcame to the plate helped the Murray State Thoroughbreds win the ers went 2-for-3.
Chris Coleman (0-1) took the
rubber game of its series against
allowing eight runs (seven
loss,
Wright State
18-1 Sunday earned) on six hits, walking two
afternoon at in two-plus innings.
In Saturday's doubleheader verReagan
sus the Raiders, Murray State
Field.
The win capped an 8-1 rally in the second
capped a 10- game with a three-run shot by
game homestand to open the Stewart, helping bring the Thoroughbreds from a 7-2 fourth-inning
'Breds' 2003 season.
Murray State (5-5) connected deficit to win 10-8 in seven.
After Kirksey hit a two-out sinfor 20 hits in the contest, led by
Alex Stewart, who went 4-for-5 gle through the left side and went
with a run and three RBIs while to second on Charlie Ward's walk,
Matt Rebout went 3-for- 4 with a Stewart took his first pitch from
grand slam in the third inning, a WSU pitcher J.P. Jung (0-2) and
double, three runs scored and six sent it over the left-center field
fence for the first home run of
RBIs.
Geoff Kirksey went 3-for-6 with the season for him and for the
a double, two runs and an RBI Thoroughbreds.
Following the sixth-inning rally,
as Brett McCutchan went 2-for-3
Gray (1-0) held Wright State
Greg
and
with three runs and an RBI
Jared Allsbrooks went 2-for-2 with scoreless in the seventh to preserve the win.
an RBI.
In Game 1 of the twinbill, the
After Wright State (2-8) scored
in the top of the first inning, Mur- 'Breds scored three runs in the
ray State responded with three seventh inning but fell 7-5.
Murray State visits Memphis
runs in the bottom of the inning.
The 'Breds then tacked on 10 on Tuesday at 3 p.m. The 'Breds
more runs in the third, two in the then return home for a doubleheader
fourth, and one each in the sixth, against Akron, beginning Saturday
at noon.
seventh and eighth innings.

AN

Governors ease
pain of '01 loss
with OVC title
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) —
The pain of losing an NCAA Tournament berth in 2001 on a goaltending call may never ease for
Austin Peay coach Dave Loos.
His Governors hope earning a spot
this season can ease his anguish.
Corey Gipson and Anthony
Davis each scored 13 points to
lead Austin Peay to a 63-57 victory over Tennessee Tech in the
Ohio Valley Conference championship game Saturday, giving the
Governors their fifth NCAA Tournament berth and second under
Loos.
At least this game didn't come
down to a last-second call like
the 2001 title game did when the
Governors blew a 21-point lead
and lost 84-83 when officials called
Theanthony Haymon for goaltending on a jumper by Jan Thompson.
Loos knew that game would
come up after the Governors earned
their first NCAA trip since 1996.
"I have a knot in my stomach
that will be there when they put
me in the ground. There's nothing I can do about it. Just go on
and try to learn from it, and fortunately I don't think any of these
guys ... had to endure that," Loos
said.
Center Josh Lewis and forward
Adrian Henning quickly reminded
Loos that they were on that team.
"We had to endure that a lot,"
Lewis said. "That wasn't cool at
all."

Loos quickly apologized to the
players for having gone through that
finish.
"We made up for it. That's all
that matters," Lewis said.
Austin Peay, predicted to finish fifth in the OVC, improved
to 23-7 as the Governors added
their third OVC Tournament title
to their share of the regular-season title.
They did it with a defense that
has held nine opponents to fewer
than 60 points, and the Governors
are undefeated in those games.
"Through the season, I've heard
people say these guys are overachievers," Loos said. "That's not
true on the defensive end. These
guys are the best on the defensive end.
• "They discussed early in the
season that they could succeed
that way. They've really taken
great pride in that and made their
defense a priority."
Gipson did the biggest job Saturday, holding Cameron Crisp to
four points and getting him into
foul trouble that limited him to
21 minutes.
"It adjusts your rotation," Tennessee Tech coach Mike Sutton said.
"It's always a factor."
The loss snapped a six-game
winning streak for Tennessee Tech
(20-12) as the Golden Eagles lost
in the championship game for a
second straight year. Tennessee
Tech last won the OVC Tournament in 1967.

Staff. Extraordinary Care
v4r.

The entire Jackson Purchase Medical Center team
is proud ofthefact that our Patient's Opinions
earned us the Highest Overall Patient Satisfaction
score in the LifePoint Family ofHospitals.

lot' Rated Us #1,
Best In Overall Care!

Jackson Purchase Medical Center
1099 Medical Center Circle • Ma field Kentuck • 270-251-4100 • www.ackson.urchase.com
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Lone Oak
Marshall

1st Rounds
Monday-Tuesday

Semifinals
Friday

Championship
Saturday

Girls
Fulton City
L.0.10 Oak

Tilghman

1st Rounds
Wednesday-Thursday

Semifinals
Next Monday

Championship
Next Tuesday

Wiloll
Take One
IN These
NomoP

THE BULL PEN
Steaks andSpirits
Est. 2001

Three Floors of Exquisite Dining & Entertainment

"Feed Your Tournament Craving"

•

Come (Experience (Historic (Downtown
Xurrays Charm &(Ere9ance!
The Area's Finest Chefs Serving Only
Certified Angus Beef As Well As Lobster Tails, Pasta and Chicken

Complete Sandwich & Appetizer
Menu starting at $5.95
Great Kids Menu
Starting at $3.95 (12 & Under)
Full Service Bar with Nightly Drink Specials
Large Groups Welcome!

Check Out
Our Game
Room Featuring
Pool, Electronic
Darts and
Video Games

(Reservations Recommended)

NOW OPEN: Lunch Mon.-Fri. 11 a.m.-2 p.m.• Dinner Mon.-Thurs. 4-10 a.m.• Fri. & Sat. 4-12 a.m.
110 South Fourth Street • Murray, KY

759-5030

Call for reservations(270)
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As powerhouses falter, others
make their bid for region title
By MIKE OHSTROM
Staff Writer
The %semi science behind the
blind draw that determines the
pairings for the First Region Basketball Tournaments has produced
a plethora of fascinating first-round
matchups over the years.
The alchemy that yielded the
bracket for the 2003 boys event
was missing two traditional ingredients, hut the resulting mixture
left eight other elements with the
potential to collect gold this week
at the Regional Special Es ems
Center.
regional
defending
Neither
champion Paducah Tilghman nor
Graves County. a fellow perennial contender for a berth in the
Sweet 16 state tournament, could
advance to _ Murray. falling
instead in their respective-.district
semifinals.
"It doesn't really matter (who
sou draw at this time of year.
especialls at this tournament. but
%k ith Tilghman and Graves out of
it. eyeryhods feels they have a
better chance.- said Chris Cruhy.
head coach ot preseason regional
favorite Mas field. the Third District w inner ss ith a 24-5 record.
"It's wide open,- added Heath
skipper Jimmy Long. whose Pirates
are sitting at 22-4 after seizing
the Second District crown. "Looking on paper. you'd say we'd he
a shoo-in, but (first-round foe Ballard Memorial) beat us the last
time we played and all three games
has e been within sewn points.
"Calloway County is playing real
well right now, Marshall County'
is playing well, Hickman County

down IS a week ago and
came back against Mayfield to go
ahead with a minute-and-a-half to
go. Carlisle County is rebounding
and we beat Lone Oak by three
points (Friday) night.
"If there is a
favorite. it would
he
probably'
hut
May field,
they can be beaten. It's been
unusual all year
who can put
three
together
games (to w in
the region )."
high
One
school's magical
will
tfitecta
Monday
begin
Heath
v. hen
takes on Third
District runnerup Ballard ( II 16) at 6 p.m.. 1.0lowed by Fourth
District • titlist
Calloway CounPoore
ty (16-11) and
First District runner-up Hickman
(16-11 at 7:45 p.m.
Mas field and Second District
qualifier Lone Oak (13-13) start
the second evening of quarterfinal
action Tuesday. with First District
champ Carlisle (18-8) and Fourth
District runner-up Marshall (1712) squaring. off in the nightcap.
The region semifinals will he
held FridaS at 6 p.m. and 7:45
p.m.. with the championship game
set for Saturdits at 7 p.m.
"Everybody, has been beating
es erybods all year long.- noted

Long

First Region
Boys' Bracket
Semifinals

Quarterfinals

Championship
Saturday,
7 p.m.

Heath
Monday, 6 p.m

Ballard Memorial
Calloway County

Friday.
6 p rr

Monday. 7:45 p.m

Hickman County
CHAMPION

Mayfield
Tuesday. 6 p.m.

Lone Oak
Friday.
745 p.m

Carlisle County
Tuesday. 7:45 p.m.

Marshall County

Lone Oak first-year head coach
Andy Poore, whose Purple Flash
knocked Tilghman out of the postseason 60-49 Tuesday at Reidland.
"There a lot of good teams down
here."
"Graves is a
quality team and
it was a big win
for us. but I
couldn't really
pick a winner
right now. said
interim Ballard
B.B.
mentor
Kendrick of his
Bombers' 52-41
victory Over the
Eagles --- the
Third District's
seed
top
Tuesday in La
Center.
Ballard fell to
M ay field 79-59
the district
;nal four days
after 'knocking
Graves out of
regional play for
the first time in 18 Nears, according to Marshall coach Doug Ls, les
'I think you•Il see four good
I irst-round games on the boys'
side.- Lyles safely predicted.
"Mayfield looked extremels'
strong (Friday) night in our game
with them. hut there's four or five
teams here that probably have a
chance of winning it,- Kendrick
added.
Ballard Memorial vs. Heath
These rivals from the northwestern portion of the Jackson
Purchase met three times during
the regular season, with the Pirates
winning 56-53 at home Dec. 6
and 72-66 in the McCracken County Invitational before falling 58"
5 1 Jan. 21 in La Center.
Both teams suffered defeats to
Mayfield in the All - 'A' Classic
First Region Tournament at Graves
County. with Heath losing to the
Cardinals 73-52 in the semifinals
Jan. 31 a .day before Mayfield
stopped the upstart Bombers 6957 in • the title contest.
Heath is led by Charlie Throgmorton, a scoring poliit guard. and
6-5 forward Jesse O'Donley. an
active rebounder and shot-blocker
whose inside presence balances
Throgmorton's ability to shoot from
outside.
Throginorton.and (Ylionley are
two of eight Pirate seniors -- a
group that includes Eric Eidson.
who slides over to the point when
Long needs more offensive punch
from Throgmorton.
"Ballard's got some tough
Brandon Brooks, Lenz
matchups
Arnold and Tyler Scott are all very
athletic ---- but we present sonic
problems with our depth.-- said
Long. whose squad has posted two
six-game w inning streaks and is currently riding an eight-game tick
"Our kids are very resilient;
the have a It of heart and they
just ss ill not die. But that doesn't
guarantee anything --- you•ve got
to he ready to play Monday or
Tuesday night, and it' you make
it to Friday night, you've got to

Guhy

Lyles

he ready then, and then you ,have
to do the same thing Saturday
night.Brooks, a versatile 6-3 senior
forward, and senior guards Arnold
and Scott form the nucleus of a
Bomber team that has gone 84
since Kendrick was called on to
replace suspended Ballard coach
Freddie Bobo.'
The Bombers defeated Heath in
Kendrick's first game at the helm
to start a run of five triumphs in
six games. including the All 'A'
run.
Since then, four straight home
losses and a 73-35 defeat at Carlisle
were atoned for with three consecutive s ictories before the district final.
"Our kids have overcome sonic
adversity that, quite frankly, high
salmil kids shouldn't have to deal
with.- Kendrick said. "But they
did, and they've dealt with it well.
"They've starting to respond to
me a little bit — it is tough on
kids having a new personality, a
new coach coming in halfway
through the season. I can't he more
pleased with . the way they've
accepted that challenge, but we're
not through it yet.Hickman County vs.
Calloway County
Callowas swept the season series
with the Falcons._ winning 63-59
Jan. 21 in Clinton before routing
Hickman 66-41 _ Feb. 20 in Murray.
That second meeting was about
the least harrowing experience of
the year for the Lakers, considered to he Mayfield's chief foe
for regional Supremacy before AllPurchase guard Mitchell McClure
. broke a toot three games into the
season.
A 67-38 home loss to Mayfield
Jan. 14 was Calloway's lowlight.
as senior point guard Jimmy Bynum

JUSTIN MCGILL,
Benton Tribune-Courier

LEFT-HANDED TACTICS ...
Marshall County senior forward Hunter Moss powered
the Marshals to a 17-12
record.

Photo courtesy ot T so

Messenger

May/fie (1

THE BIRD MAN ... Mayfield senior point guard Derrick Parrott (12) soars over three Fulton City defenders for a shot
attempt in the Cardinals' 74-58 road win over the Bulldogs
Dec. 12. Parrott has pointed the Cards to the All 'A' Classic First Region title and the state quarterfinals as well as
a Third District Tournament championship.
(illness) was also unavailable and
junior power forward Seth Barrow sustained a broken nose in
the second quarter.
But the Lakers are currently 9for-10 since McClure's return,
capped by a 48-45 win over Marshall in Friday's Fourth District final
at the RSEC that gave Calloway
its first district title since 1995.
The bigger Lakers dominated
the boards and used their aggressive. up-tempo approach at both
ends of the court to overwhelm
Hickman in the second tilt, turning a one-point first-quarter advantage into an IS-point difference
through. three periods.
"There were no great draws,
hut we feel we got a good draw
because we've played (Hickman)
twice and we've had success.- said
Laker head coach Terry Birdsong,
whose club has outscored its last
10 opponents by nearly 20 points
per outing.
"We're familiar with them, and
the opportunity is there for us to
play well and to do some things
that can really bother them.' We've
played well defensively against
them both times, and I don't expect
that to change.That trip to Calloway, combined
with Saturday's draw, left Falcon
coach Billie Prince with some pressing concerns.
"They're a very physical team
that seems to give us problems
on the interior, and they're a very

Life is no game,
yet both require good planning:
Isn't is great to know you hare the staff at
rray Bank ,on your team?
The
g Valew car, building*Ou deream4lsome or
are bu
Whethrr you'
teaming Or retirement, the professionals a
The Murray Bank give you the HOME TEAM advanta e...and
that's how bunking should be!

dangerous team that is just now
they're
because
tun
having
said Prince, whose squad
(healthy
has some weapons in 6-4 senior
foward Jeremy Grimmitt, 6-3 junior forward Brandon Mason and
point
junior
Eric
guard
Blalock.
the
But
sound, mentallytough Falcons
- -- who may
miss starting forNathan
ward
Behrens because
ankle
of an
Birdsong injury that held
him out of the
District
First
Tournament
tailed to respond
Calloway.
at
thus perplexing
their skipper.
was
"That
the
probably
most embarassing game of our
whole season,"
Prince said. "We played them close
at our place, but that was without McClure .:. I thought we laid
down the last tin-re we -played
them, and I'll he using that as a
motivator. They've got something

Prince

to

prove.
-"When they turned up the heat,

II See Page 4
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Girls' field features big battles

By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer
All the participating coaches for
this week's First Region Girls'
Basketball Tournament seemed to
have the same idea on their minds
after Saturday's draw.
If there is an easy game to be
found, they would like to know
where it is.
What very well could be the most
evenly-matched regional in many
years, perhaps ever, tips off Wednesday night at Murray State's Regional Special Events Center with only
two teams holding 20 victories or
more.
One of those teams, Second
District champion Lone Oak, has
been defeated by two regional qualifiers and a third that did not reach
Murray. Lone Oak also had close
contests with just about all the
others.
"It's going to be wild." said
Marshall County head coach
Howard Beth, whose team opens
the tournament against the Lady
Purple Flash at. 6 p.m. Wednesday, followed by defending champion Graves County taking on a
Fulton City squad that beat the
Lady Eagles at Mayfield this season on a last-second shot.
"This is one of those years
where anybody you draw can beat
you." said Graves head coach Jeff
Stokes, whose team may enter the
tournament with the most momentum, having won nine of its last
10. games.
That one loss? To Lone Oak
— 58-53 — at the Eagles' Nest
on Senior Night.
"We've found out several times
this year (how tough the First
Region is). Anybody can beat anybody. There is no clear-cut favorite."
Marshall County
vs. Lone Oak
There may not have been a
more appropriate opening matchup
than this.
Lone Oak carries the best record
in the region (21-7) into this tilt
against a program that has made
it a habit of ruining some of the
best seasons in the Lady Flash's
history.
These teams have met in either
the semifinals or the championship
game five times since the early
1990s. Five times, the Lady Marshals have come out on top.
—There's always, 1 think, a side
of you that says, 'Maybe this is

Photo courtesy of The Mayfield Messenger
HARD TO STOP
Graves County center Leslie Dowdy has
become a force inside for the Third District Tournament
champion Lady Eagles.
going to be our year,— said Lone 45-41 in the return engagement,
Oak's second-year head coach Tim but seemed to be regaining her
Adams.
strength and tenacity before comAnd Lone Oak is becoming ing down awkwardly on a rebound
used to the idea of getting wins attempt with around two minutes
against the orange team from Draf- left.
fenville, having won several reg"You hate it for a kid like that,"
ular-season contests in the past said Beth, noting a bit of irony
few years. This year, both teams from a conversation with Calloway
split their series with each win- head man Scott Sivills before Frining on its home court.
day's game.
"We're confident just like Mar"We were both talking of how
shall County will be confident," said really nobody in this region had
Adams, whose squad also split this been lost to an ACL (anterior erayear with Marshall's Fourth Dis- diate ligament) injury this year,
trict compatriate, Calloway Coun- and how it had really been a good
ty. "It doesn't matter who we draw, year for that.
though. We've played nearly every"Then, she went down, almost
one that's here."
in the same place as (current Bethel
One thing that will be differ- College player Kala Morton) had
ent for Wednesday's meeting will hers happen in the regional here
be the Lady Marshals' personnel. last year."
They will more than likely be
Fulton City vs.
missing starting center Danielle
Graves County
Ray, who suffered a knee injury
A lot has changed since guard
in Friday's Fourth District title game Jamie Turner's last-second shot
loss to Calloway. That takes away gave Fulton a 62-59 win over the
a player that scored 20 points and Lady Eagles in Fulton on Jan. 13.
snared 11 rebounds when the Lady
After struggling to put togethMarshals (16-11) beat Lone Oak er a consistent lineup into Janu62-52 in January at Draffenville. ary, due mostly to injuries, the
Ray was just coming back from Lady Eagles (14-13) have suda bout with mononucleosis when denly showed signs of being capathe Lady Flash handled Marshall ble of defending their title

:3
- 111,1_11)

Graves has. won nine of its last
10 games. a quite similar clip to
last year when Stokes, who took
over for Steve Jaco during that
season, guided the team to a 101 mark in the games leading up
to the regional.
And it just so happens that
Graves is coming off two of its
most dominant performances in
that time — double-digit wins over
Mayfield and St. Mary in the Third
District Tournament.
"We're playing extremely well
right now," said Stokes, whose
team had not been used to easy
wins'coming into the district meet,
a fact he feels will be an advantage come this week.
"Early on. we just had a bunch
of close losses at the end of games
(even with a makeshift lineup).
Now, we've managed to win some
of those lately. I'd say 20 of our
games have been 10 points or less,
and half of those. have probably
been five points or less."
Graves has been bolstered by
the return of junior point guard
Ashley Starks, who missed .half
of this season with a heart murmur.
The play of 6-2 center Leslie
Dowdy, though, has not hurt either
as the sophomore has become one
of the more dominant players in
the region in recent weeks.
-Leslie has really grown up as
a sophomore," Stokes said of the
bulky Dowdy, averaging around
14 points a game in the latter part
of the season, giving the Lady
Eagles a needed force down low
fOr the stretch run.
"That's what our team is committed to now ... giving her the
ball. What she's done so well is
learn not to force things like she
did earlier. Now. she's kicking the
ball out to the wing for the three,
and that's something we did really well (in Friday's 55-39 win
over St. Mary at La Center for
the Third District title)."
Not that the Lady Bulldogs (169)are shaking in their boots, though.
With Turner developing a reputation as a money-time player —
she also had a 55-foot shot at the
buzzer to beat Murray in February — head coach Wayne Lohaus'
team believes it can win any game
that is close down the stretch.
"I think that's been a real big
part of our success this year. We've
always "thought we could win

those," said Lohaus, whose wain
did fall three points shy of Hickman County in. the First District
title game at Bardwell Thursday
night.
"Those happen. We fouled (guard
Tia Brooks) in the last seconds
of that game, and she hit some
big shots for them there.
"Still, its not like we're going
to he coming in here with our
eyes glared over. We've had players play on this floor before (including last year's squad that readied
the semifinals at the RSEC), so
that does help."
Among those players is forward
Mindy Tharp. who plays way taller
than her 5-9 frame, and 5-9 forward Tanekka Taylor, both of whom
are strong rebounders and scorers
inside the paint.
Tharp, in fact, is coming off a
monster game in the loss to Hickman, having scored 23 points in

a game where the Lady 'Dogs led
by at many as eight points in the
final quarter
St. Mary vs.
Calloway County
l'hursday's opener to the tournament's second session brings
together two coaches that have
become close- friends.
With CaTrowa)7% Sjvilli _J
set-% ing as that school's golf coach.
he meets up with St. Mary head
coach Staci Averill quite a lot in
that her husband coaches golf at
that school.
Sivills admits, with this being
the first time the two have matched
wits with a lot on the line, it will
be tough to put friendships aside.
However: he understands the
importance of this time of year.
That is why he insisted on a
change being made when it catne

II See Page 4

First Region
Girls' Bracket
Quarterfinals

Semifinals

Championship
March 18,
7 pm

Lone Oak
Wednesday, 6 p.m.

Marshall County
March 17
6 p.m.

Graves County
Wednesday. 7.45 p.m.

Fulton City
Calloway County

CHAMPION

Thursday, 6 p.m

St. Mary
March 17,
7:45 p.m

Hickman County
Thursday, 7:45 p.m.

Paducah Tilghman

Now Taking Enrollment
"We (eve
ee Touy
frri(e"
NOW TWO LOCATIONS TO SERVE YOU!

WE STOCK:
GLOCK
Springfield Armory • Smith & We550r1
Taurus • Colt and many more!
Hours: Mon.-Fri. 9:30 - 5:30 • Sat. 9:30 - 3:00
404 N. 4th St. Unit C • Murray, KY 42071 • 270-759-0867

ihik&m
9CE:1 a

Ireet

3

J6ii-fi±?-.J

761-0202

- State Assistance Available -

Get Fit • Kick Butt •Win Cash!

ggwin AtoCaLes
OFFICE PRODUCTS,INC.
The Area's Most Complete Office Outfitters
•Xerox Copiers
•Fax Machines
•Typewriters
•Complete Office
Furnishings

•Home & Office Computer
Furniture
•We Always Appreciate
Your Business

Sales & Service • Authorized Xerox Sales Agent
516 Main St. Downtown Murray
1-800-489-1414 •(270)753-0123
Hours: Monday-Friday 9ii.m.-5 'p.

The Ultimate Bodyshaping Course(UBC) will
give you everything you need to get the body you
have always wanted, and you might get paid for
it. The UBC is a 10 week course & contest that
combines fitness kickboxing, resistance training.
nutrition and flexibility to get you in the best
shape of your life. You will have team coaches
and instructors to give you all the guidance, support and Motivation you'll need to achieve your
fitness goals. Best of all it's fun!

Call Now!
753-6111
1413 Olive Blvd.• Murray
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• Boys

MIKE OHSTROM/Ledger 8. Times photo
BLEW BY YOU . Calloway County's Mitchell McClure drives
around Marshall County's Stephen Walker during the Lakers' 48-45 win in Friday's Fourth District Tournament final
at the Regional Special Events Center.

•••

From Page 2

season and went 18-2 against

we didn't take care of the ball
and we didn't play aggressively.
We stayed out on the perimeter
and played east-west basketball
instead of north-south basketball."
Lone Oak vs. Mayfield
When Guhy drew the envelope
containing Mayfield's position in
the First Region bracket, he handed it over momentarily to Joe Morris for a touch of good luck.
The head coach of Mayfield's
state championship football team
gave Guhy's Cardinals a spot in
the bracket opposite a Lone Oak
program that is probably the most
surprising entrant in this year's
regional tourney.
Of course, Mayfield's first-year
head coach won't overlook the
Purple Flash, which can boast
back-to-back wins over Graves and
Tilghman and a 4-6 record in headto-head tilts against other tournament teams.
"Lone Oak is a good team —
they beat Graves and Tilghman,"
Guhy said. "They're a good shooting team, and we'll need our
perimeter defense to stretch the
floor."
Mayfield has the horses to do
just that, led by senior point guard
Derrick Parrott and a pair of 6-3
seniors in guard Raphael Kendrick
and center Jerome Saxton.
The All -`A' Classic state quarterfinalists outscored their opposition by 10.6 points per game this

regional competition.
The Cardinals beat the Flash
77-59 Dec. -21 at the Paducah
Tilghman Christmas 'Tournament.
"We match up pretty well with
Lone Oak; we have an advantage
with our quickness and we'll try
to use it," Guhy said. "I feel like
we played our most complete game
the other night in the district final."
Poore and LoneOak will place
their hopes for an upset in the
hot hands of senior guards Eric
Parsley and Sam Hall and strong
senior forward Drew Holland.
"Mayfield is a solid ballclub with
a very nice, athletic group (of
players), but I think our kids are
up to it," Poore said. "They've
been playing as well the past week
or two as they have been playing
all year long.
"Guard play has been very solid,
and my seniors have really stepped
up. Drew Holland has been doing
a good job in the post, and it's
really just been a good team effort.
I play nine or 10 kids, and everybody contributes."
Marshall County vs.
Carlisle County
The Marshals and Comets will
take the hardwood against each
other in the regional tourney for
the third straight year and second
first-round matchup in a row.
A 68-59 victor in Bardwell Feb.
4, Marshall caught Carlisle in the
midst of a six-game losing skid

that following a eight-game streak
to a 11-2 start for Brian O'Neill's
club, two seasons removed from
a First Region championship.
The Comets waited until Jan.
24 to play its first home game as

Calloway of that back
Sivills
(18-9) got it now,"
done late against said. "I also feel
Marshall Friday, that any loss you
getting
guard have like the
Felisha ones we did (1
Prescott's Marshall, Graves
Hickman
jumper in the and
lane with around County) helps
seven seconds any team. I think
left in the Lady it has made the
Beth
Aver!!!
Lakers' 43-41 kids focused,and
win at the RSEC.
they're really excited about where
This was more than a week they are now."
after the Lady Marshals edged CalAverill, though, has helped proloway by three points at Murray, duce a lot of excitement in three
one of three losses the Lady Lak- seasons at the Paducah school.
Previously seen as an also-ran
ers had to close the regular season.
at best, St. Mary has become a
"I really think, though, the 11- threat to the top programs in the
day layoff because of all the snow region using the same high-intendays we had got our team down sity style Averill (the former Staci
a bit. I feel we've gotten some Dick) learned under Beth as a

player at Marshall in
the
1980s.
That included
her stint as a
starting guard
for the 1984
team that won
the school's second state championship, going
Sivills
undefeated.
In other words, she knows a
little something about this time.of
year ... and when to know that
even drawing a Fourth District
champion makes things no more
difficult.
"It didn't matter who we were
going to play this year," Averill
said. "There's not a team here that
I'd rather not play this time. Calloway County's got a good team,

renovations to the Carlisle gym
were being completed, but playing 10 of its last .11 lames in the
friendly confines — including the
First District Tournament — helped
Carlisle achieve its current sevengame roll.
"We probably picked up the

strongest (district runner-up), but

CHAD COFFMAN/The Fulton Leader
UP, UP AND AWAY ... Brett
Hoskins and Carlisle County
will get a rematch with Marshall County Tuesday.

like we were telling the other
coaches, you're going to have to
win three tough games no matter
who you play," said O'Neill, whose
squad will have to contend with
Marshall's inside-outside combination of 6-3 senior power forward
Hunter Moss and junior point guard
Jimmie Lee Holder.
"Marshall played us right after
the All 'A,' which a tough time
for the Class A schools to bounce
back. It was,a sloppy game and
I don't think neither team played
its best, but the Moss kid really
hurt us — he had 20-something
points — and Holder had a nice
game."
O'Neill is also concerned about
the return of Marshal senior forward Stephen Walker from a knee
injury that &cared Wring -sciccer
season.
Having torn the anterior cruciate ligament in his right knee,
Walker just recently returned to
action and entered Lyles' starting
lineup in time for the Fourth District Tournament.

• See Page 6

• Girls ...
From Page 3

14) may be the
most dangerous
time to draw Saturday.
Assistant coach Emily Lanier team in Murray
was the one accepting the enve- this week,armed
lope from tournament director John with a fast-paced
Yates, instead of game that, When
can
the usual man for clicking,
the job, fellow send it past any
assistant Steve opponent.
That was how
Smith.
"Never the Lady Vikes
Graham
again." Sivills made their way
joked, remem- into the field,cutting apart a favored
bering last year's Ballard Memorial squad 65-46 at
Fourth tourney La Center in the Third District
draw
where tourney on Tuesday.
Aleshire
Smith wound up
"I think, on the defensive side,
drawing eventual region finalist this is the kind of game you've
Marshall for the first round."Coach got to come out and make a stateLanier was handling it this time, ment early and set the tempo,"
and I think she did OK."
Sivills said. "At this time of year,
Looks can be deceiving, though. it's going to be defense that usuAll told, the Lady Vikings (11- ally gets it done."

and
Coach
Sivills has done
a great job with
them this year."
Paducah
Tilghman vs.
Hickman
County
Perhaps
it
could be said [hal
Thursday's final
Stokes
first-round contest is the feel-good game of the
tournament.
After years of putting its nose
among the region's best, even reaching the title game in 1993, Hickman has made a return to that
position with an eight-game winning streak that sets it up at 1610 entering this contest.

See Page 5
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• Girls ...

LONE OAK
Lady Purple Flash

GRAVES COUNTY
Lady Eagles

CALLOWAY COUNTY
Lady Lakers

District: Second, champion
Record: 21-7
Coach: TJM Adams
Lineup:
F-Katee
Starting'
Buchanan (5-11, Jr.); F-Jessica Fox
(5-10, Jr.); F-Susie Whitelock (511, Sr.); G-Katie Shelbourne (5-7,
Sr.); G-Laura Bredniak (5-4, Jr.).
Head-to-Head Results
12/3
Calloway County
39-34
12/10 St. Mary
58-35
12/17 at Tilghman
42-35
1/21
at Marshall County
52-62
1/28
Paducah Tilghman
75-63
1/30
at Calloway County 31-40
43-41
1/31
Graves County
2/8
Hickman County
69-46
2/11
65-51
Fulton City
2/20
Marshall County
45-41
2/28
at Graves County
58-53

District: Third, champion
Record: 14-13
Coach: Jeff Stokes.
Starting Lineup: F-Ca)ista Leonard
(5-7, Sr.); F-Kimberly Knight (5-6,
Sr.); C-Leslie Dowdy (6-2, So.);
G-Ashley Starks (5-0, Jr.); GKendra Henderson (5-6, Sr.).
Head-to-Head Results
60-56
St Mary
1/6
38-45
at Marshall County
1/9
at Fulton City
59-62
1/13
at Calloway County
39-40
1/27
at Lone Oak
41-43
1/31
at Hickman County
53-40
2/3
Marshall County
48-44
2/10
46-43
at St Mary
2/18
Calloway County
53-44
2/24
Lone Oak
53-58
2/28

District: Fourth; champion
Record: 18-9.
Coach: Scott Sivills. Starling Lineup: F--Kalyh Fox (58, So.), F-Shameka Dial (5-8, Jr.),
C-Carley Williams (6-0, Sr.);•GFelisha Prescott (5-5, Sr.); G-Katie
Ross (5-5, Jr.)
Head-to-Head Results
34-39
12/3 at Lone Oak
12/13 Paducah Tilghman
76-40
1/3
50-41
at Marshall County
1/20
at Tilghman
78-48
1/27
Graves County
40-39
1/30
40-31
Lone Oak
2/21
at Hickman County 49-63
2/24
at Graves County
44-53
2/27
Marshall County
50-53

From Page 4
Meanwhile, the Lady Blue Tornado
has perhaps .been the story of the year
in western Kentucky, taking many of the
-top teams in the region down to the wire
on numerous occasion, while taking wins '
over Marshall and' Ballard.
And it just so happens that these two
are meeting a few short
weeks after battling
down to the wire at Clinton.
"I tell you ... for us
it will be tough," said
Hickman head coach
Kay Aleshire, whose
team pulled out a hardfought 62-60 win over
Tilghman in that game,
Adams
the last for each before
the postseason.
"It was a two-point
game last time at our
place, so that tells you
right there this should
be about the same."
Hickman, though,
has gone on to show
its mettle some more.
Both of its First District tourney contests
-- -Whams-- :went down-.to,-the -final
buzzer as it edged host Carlisle Count
38-37 in the first round, then made the
big plays when it counted to nudge past
Fulton City 50-47 in claiming the title
Thursday.
"We've had a good February and....,0
far, a good March," said Aleshire, feel
ing the closeness of the last few games,
should help her team Thursday.
-The last - two or three games before
the district were close, then we had those
two close ones in the district. Being able
to pull •those out, though, is going to
make us stronger and more confident, I
think. We've really worked hard to get
to where we are, and it's paying off for
us."
A similar theme has played out at
Tilghman, where the Lady Tornado was
seen as just about everybody's candidate
to not he a factor in the region before
the season.
A program that has struggled mightily in the last 15-or-so years, most experts
figured new head coach Allison Graham
would be able to do little to .change
those fortunes.
What a difference a season makes.
Tilghman is in the regional with a
12-14 record, putting Graham, who kept
Ballard very competitive in a short coaching stint there, perhaps in position to
claim the region's Coach of the Year
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3/6

Paducah Tilghman

St Mary

Marshall County
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District: First, champion
Record: 16-10
Coach: Kay Aleshire.
Starting Lineup: F-Erica Deweese
(5-10, Sr.); F-Shiquita ,Baker (5-8.
Jr.); C-Chasity Howerton (5-10,
Sr.); G-Tia Brooks (5-6, Sr.); GJacklyn Ward (5-9, Jr.).
Head-to-Head Results
37-60
Fulton City
1/10
County
40-53
Graves
2/3
72-61
at Fulton City
217
Oak
46-69
at Lone
2/8
52-50
at St Mary
2/13
63-49
Calloway County
2/21
62-60
at Tilghman
2/27
3/6

Fulton City

50-47

43-41

55-39

1

61-54

MARSHALL COUNTY
Lady Marshals

FULTON CITY
Lady Bulldogs

ST. MARY
Lady Vikings

PADUCAH TILGHMAN
Lady Blue Tornado

District: Fourth runner-up.
Record: 16-11.
Coach: Howard Beth.
Starting Lineup: F-Beth Babb (511, Jr.); C-Kandyce Kellie (5-10, Fr.).
G-Stephanie Fields (5-5, Jr.); GRachel Barga (5-4, Sr.); G-Blair
Joseph (5-6, Sr.).
Head-to-Head Results
1/3
41/50
Calloway County
1/9
Graves County
45-38
62-52
1/21
Lone Oak
46-57
1/30
Paducah Tilghman
at
Graves
County
44-48
2/10
41-45
2/20
at Lone Oak
2/27
at Calloway County 53-50

District: First, runner-up
Record: 20-7.
Coach: Wayne Lohaus
Starting Lineup: F--Christy Phelps
(5-9, Sr.), F -Tanekka Taylor (5-9,
Jr.); C Mindy Tharp (5-9, Sr), G
Jenny Smith (5-3, Sr.): G--Jamie
Turner (5-7, Sr.)
Head-to-Head Results
12/28 Paducah Tilghman
56-70
1/3
at Tilghman
49-48
1/10
at Hickman County 60-37
1/13
Graves County
62-59
61-53
1/28
St. Mary
2/7
Hickman County
61-52
2/11
at Lone Oak
51-65

District: Third; runner-up.
Record: 11-15.
Coach: Staci Averill.
Starting Lineup: F-Claire Watson
(5-10, Jr.); F-Ashley Cvengros (58, Sr.); C-Alicia Schipp (5-10, Sr.).
G-Ashley Jenks (5-4, Sr.); GDanielle Averill (5-8, Fr.)
Head-to-Head Results
12/10 at Lone Oak
35-58
1/6
at Graves County
56-60
1/28
53-61
Fulton City
2/13
Hickman County
50-52
2/14
Paducah Tilghman
51-67
2/18
Graves County
43-46

District: Second; runner-up.
Record: 12-14.
Coach: Allison Graham.
Starting Lineup: F--Marissa White
(5-8, Sr.); F-Aseer ltiavkase (5-10.
So.); C-Pam Bell. (6-1, Fr.); GJayvonne Smith (5-1, Jr.); 0-Julie
Davis (5-7, Sr).
Head-to-Head Results
12/13 at Calloway County 40-76
12/17 Lone Oak
35-42
12/28 Fulton City
70-56
1/3
48-49
Fulton City
1/20
Calloway County
48-78
1/28
at Lone Oak
63-75
at Marshall County
57-46
1/30
67-51
2/14
at St. Mary
2/27
Hickman County
60-62

3/7

Calloway County

3/6

Hickman County

47-50

3/7

Graves County

41-43

39-55

3/6

Lone Oak

54-61

III See Page 6
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HEATH
Pirates

C GALLOWAY COUNTYM
Lakers

District: Second; champion.
Record: 22-4
Coach: Jimmy Long.
Starting Lineup: F-Cody Morehead (6-5, Sr): F-Jesse O'Donley
(6-5, Sr.); G-Brandon Bennett (60. Sr.); G-Charlie Throgmorton (60, Sr.); G-Eric Eidson (5-9, Sr.).
Head-to-Head Results
12/6
Ballard Memorial
57-54
12/13 Hickman County
69-56
12/17 at Calloway County
76-73
12/21 Carlisle County
76-84
12/27 Hickman County
55-77
12/28 Ballard Memorial
72-66
1/3
at Lone Oak
63-61
1/21
at Ballard Memorial 51-58
1/31
Mayfield
52-73
at Carlisle County
2/7
66-60
2/14
Lone Oak
45-37
Marshall County
2/18
51-50

District: Fourth; champion
Record: 16-11.
Coach: Terry Birdsong
Starting Lineup: F-Seth Barrow
(6-3, Jr.): C-Logan Walker, (6-4,
Jr.); G-Mitchell McClure (6-1, Sr),
G-Jimmy Bynum (5-10, Sr.); GTerry Adams (6-1, Jr.)
Head-to-Head Results
69-52
12/3
at Lone Oak
73-76
12/17 Heath
40-37
1/3
at Marshall County
38-67
1/14
Mayfield
63-59
1/21
at Hickman County
Lone Oak
53-58
1/30
45-51
at Carlisle County
2/18
66-41
Hickman County
2/20
70-54
2/22
Marshall County

From Page 4
V...ilker) gives us another ball-handler. a good retounder,• a good penetrator and a pretty good defender." Lyles
said. "He's still not 100 -percent. but he
can go for extended minutes now and
he gives us some leadership on the floor.
"We haven't been
great in special situations at the end of games
all year long, so hopefully, if it's a close game
stretch.
the
down
Stephen can be a plus
for us."
Marshall's center. 65 freshman Daniel Ard,
will pair up with
O'Neill
Carlisle's man in the
--Middk. 6-6 senior Austin Tyler.
But the Comets' game plan revolves
around a four-guard offense led by fiery
6-1 junior Brett Hoskins, the younger brother of Matt Hoskins. who carried the
Comets to the 2001 regional throne.
"We've gone to a smaller, quicker
lineup, and even though it was only a
month ago when we played. both teams
have changed quite a hit since that last
time," O'Neill noted.
"Carlisle is a very formidable _opponent, and they're playing their hest basketball ---- the Tyler kid is playing the
hest that he has played all season long,"
L.vles added.
"No matter who we would've drawn
being a district runner-up, we knew that
was going to be a strong opponent, and
Carlisle will he a tough matchup for us

• Girls

• ••

From Page 5
award.
"From this summer. I knew these girls
could do it." said Graham. "Don't get
they had problems with
me wrong
fundamentals. hut I told them that I could
help them fix that, and they have.
"These kids had the heart and desire
to begin with - that was not a problem All 'the)
: needed was a little direction
Since then, the direction has been
mostly upward.
"We're going to be scary because we
don't give up.- said Graham. also noting that the Lady Tornado has come back
to heat nearly all the teams that had
claimed w ins over it in return engagements.
'Ake scored 31 points in the fourth
quarte: the other night against Lone Oak
(a 61-54 loss in the Second District final
at Reidland after being down big to
them. That's not giving up.-

at Lone Oak

3/7

District: Third: runner-up.
Record: 11-16
Coach: B B Kendrick
Starting Lineup: F-Brandon Brooks
(6-3. Sr.); F---Aaron Potter (6-1, Sr.);
C-Matt Williams (6-4, Sr.); GLetiz Arnold (5-9. Sr.); G-Tyler
Scott (5-11, Sr.).

3/7

Head-to-Head Results
at Heath
54-57
Hickman County
64-68
Heath
66-72
Hickman County
38-56
at Mayfield
54-74
Carlisle County
61-58
at Lone Oak
52-59
Heath
58-51
Carlisle County
69-62
Hickman County
52-49
Mayfield
57-69
Mayfield
55-72
Lone Oak
49-66
at Carlisle County
35-73
Mayfield

CARLISLE COUNTY
Comets

Cardinals

District: Third; champion.
Record: 24-5.
Coach: Chris Guhy..
Starting Lineup: F-Tristan Barnes
(6-1, Sr.); F-Ternan Cherry (5-10,
5r); C-Jerome Saxton (6-3, Sr.);
G-Derrick Parrott (6-1, Sr.); GRaphael Kendrick (6-3, Sr.).
Head-to-Head Results
12/21 Lone Oak
77-59
1/10
Ballard Memorial
74-54
1/14
at Calloway County 67-38
1/21
Carlisle County
73-69
1/31
Heath
73-52
2/1
Ballard Memorial
69-57
at Ballard Memorial 72-55
2/13
2/21
Marshall County
56-55
2/28
Hickman County
67-64
3/7

48-45

Ballard Memonal

79-59

57-54

District: First; champion
Record: 18-8.
Coach: Brian O'Neill
Starting Lineup: C-Austin Tyler
(6-6, Sr.); G-Dirk Draper (6-2, Sr.);
G-Cody Martin (5-11, Sr.); GBrett Hoskins (6-1, Jr.); G-Kirk
Arnold (5-11, Jr.).
Head-to-Head Results
12/10- --at-Hickman County
47-66
12/21 at Heath
84-76
12/28 Hickman County
73-65
81-77
1/7
at Lone Oak
1/13
at Ballard Memorial 58-61
1/21
at Mayfield
69-73
Ballard Memorial
1/29
62-69
Marshall County
2/4
59-68
2/7
'Heath
60-66
Calloway County
51-45
2/18
Ballard Memorial
2/21
73-35
Hickman County
2/22
83-60
Hickman County

3/6

BALLARD MEMORIAL
Bombers

12/6
12/26
12/28
1/7
1/10
1/13
1/14
1/21
1/29
1/31
2/1
2/13
2/18
2/21

Marshall County

3,7

n

MAYFIELD

70-56

HICKMAN COUNTY
Falcons

LONE OAK
Purple Flash

MARSHALL COUNTY
Marshals

District: First; runner-up.
Record: 16-11.
Coach: Billie Prince.
Starting Lineup: F-Jeremy Grimmitt (6-4, Sr.); F-Nathan Behrens
(6-0, Sr.); F-Brandon Mason (6-3,
Jr.); G-Eric Blalock (6-0, Jr.); GCraig Glasco (5-11, Jr.).
Head-to-Head Results
12/10 Carlisle County
66-47
12/13 at Heath
56-69
12/26 Ballard Memorial
68-64
12/27 Heath
77-55
12/28 Carlisle County
65-73
1/7
at Ballard Memorial 56-38
1/14
Marshall County
40-57
1/21
Calloway County
59-63
1/31
Ballard Memorial
49-52
2/3
at Lone Oak
70-71
2/20
at Calloway County 41-66
2/22
at Carlisle County
60-83
2/28
at Mayfield
64-67

District: Second, runner-up.
Record: 13-13.
Coach: Andy Poore.
Starling Lineup: F-Joseph Elliott
(6-0, Jr.); F-Drew Holland (6-1,
Sr.); C-Lucas Elliott (6-3, Jr.); GEric Parsley (5-9, Sr.); G-Sam Hall
(6-0, Sr.).
Head-to-Head Results
12/3
Calloway County
52-69
12/21 Mayfield
59-77
1/3
Heath
61-63
1/7
Carlisle County
77-81
1/14
Ballard Memorial
59-52
1/21
at Marshall County
52-69
1/30
at Calloway County 58-53
2/3
Hickman County
71-70
2/14
at Heath
37-45
2/18
at Ballard Memorial 66-49

District: Fourth, runner-up.
Record: 17-12.
Coach: Doug Lyles.
Starting Lineup: F-Hunter Moss (63, Sr.); F-Stephen Walker (6-1,
Sr.); C-Daniel Ard (6-5, Fr.); GJimmie Lee Holder (5-10, Jr.); GKenny Marsh (6-3, Jr.).
Head-to-Head Results
1/3
Calloway County
37-40
1/14
at Hickman County
57-40
1/21
Lone Oak
69-52
2/4
at Carlisle County
68-59
2/18
at Heath
50-51
2/21
at Mayfield
55-56
2/22
at Calloway County
54-70

3/7
3/6

Carlisle County

Heath

3/7

Calloway County

45-48

54-57

56-70

59-79
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